
CHAPTER 10	 THE ROLE OF NUTRITION

As a generalization, eucalypts are opportunistic users of

nutrients. They are able to survive under conditions of low soil

nutrient status vet are able to respond to the addition of

nutrients with increased growth (Pryor, 1976). The most

si gnificant example of opportunism is the increased growth rates

of seedlin g eucalypts in sites which have recently been burnt

(Cremer et al., 1978). Increased availabilit y of nutrients,

particularl y phosphorus, is central to this response, though

microbial factors are possibl y also important (Renbuss et al.,

1972).

Eucalypts are dominant throughout much of Australia over a

vast range of soli ty p es.	 Nutritional factors a p pear to be

important in delimitin g the ran ges of many e.g. the

demarcation between wet scierophyll forest and dry solerophyil

forest was found to be associated with the concentration of

available phosphorus (Beadle, 1954, 1962).Intraspecific

differences in the capacit y of eucalypts to tolerate particular

edaphic conditions may also be si gnificant (Ladiges and Ashton,

1977). Despite these considerations, overseas plantin g s have

shown that many eucalypts, in particular members of the sub-genus

Symphyomyrtus, grow well in a range of soil fertilities in the

absence of eucalypt-feedin g insects (Pryor, 1976).

A number of studies concerning nutrient fluxes in eucalypt

forests have been carried out (Beve g e, 1978: Australian Forest

Nutrition Workshop,	 1981).	 However knowled g e	 is	 severely
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restricted in a number of areas including the role of root

s y stems in mineral cycling and the quantities of nutrients added

to the system through the weathering of primary minerals. Some

information concerning nutrient fluxes in subal p ine woodlands is

available (see Bevege, 1978 for sources), but there is a

deficiency of knowled g e concerning mineral c y cling in Australian

woodlands.	 In	 contrast to woodlands, mineral c ycling in

grasslands has been relatively well studied (Fissel, 1976, 	 Till

1979).

varietyThe Northern Tablelands contains a 	 of soil types

(see Section 3.1).,	 Table	 10.1 gives examp les of the ran g e of

soil fertility. The infuence of soil fertility on the

distribution of eucalypts in the Northern Tablelands has been

discussed b y Williams (1963) and Beadle (1931) [also see Section

3.2].

Possible nutritional problems of trees can be class fled

into: (a) deficiencies, (b)toxicities and (c)indirect effects

favouring or disfavouring associated animals, plants or microbes.

Since eucalypts affected by rural dieback are indigenous to the

area, any possible nutritional problems must relate to changes in

the nutrient status of the soil, to an altered physiological

condition or nutritional demand of the trees, or to competitive

interference from pasture plants.
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10.1 Influences of livestock and clearing

The tendency of shee p to regularly cam p in the same place

leads to an uneven distribution of urine and faeces which has

caused si gnificant redistribution of nutrients within paddocks.

Hilder (1969) estimated that the rate of movement of major

nutrients into sheep camps is more than 4 times the rate of loss

throu gh the removal of animal products. Concentration of

potassium in soil from sheep cam p s has been f p und to be up to 100

times that of non-cam° areas and variations in the concentration

of phosphorus have been found to be almost as great. There is

considerable loss of nutrients from urine or dun g through

volatization (e.g. nitro g en com pounds) and leachin g and, in the

case of cattle, concentration of dung pads is also a

problem. Trees themselves also influence soil pro p erties (Story.

1967) including the spatial distribution of mineral nutrients

(Ward. 1979). Thus, it is possible that s tuations involving

both deficiencies and excesses of nutrients could develop in the

same paddock. It is not certain whether there is a link between

the changes to the distribution of nutrients caused by grazing

patterns and tree vi g our, but the data from 'Kiparra' (see

Section 3.6) indicate that E. blakelyi on the shee p camp were

markedly more vigorous than E. blakelyi elsewhere	 on	 the

property.

Clearing of land usually affects tree-grass interference and

water balance more directly than it affects soil f ertility.

However, where subsoil salinity is high, reduced tree cover with

a consequent reduction in removal of excess water from the
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subsoil may lead to an upward movement of the watertable and

subsequent accumulation of salt hither in the profile.

Salination has had very little effect on pastoral production in

the Northern Tablelands but there are some solodic soils in broad

valleys in central parts of the Tablelands. Eucalyptus

nova-anglica, the eucalypt species most affected b y dieback,

formerly dominated many of the lower lying areas most prone to

salt accumulation. Hence attention to the concentrations of salt

in these soils and determination of 	 the	 sensitivity	 of

E.nova-anglica to saltin g is recommended.

10.2 Pasture improvement

For over two decades pasture improvement programmes on the

Northern Tablelands have commonl y involved broadscale aerial

s preadin g of su perphosphate and clover seeds (see Section 3.3).

Nitrogen fixation b y the clover allows soil nitrogen levels to

build u p . Such pastures may then be fully improved by the sowing

of introduced grasses such as phalaris, ryegrass and cocksfoot.

Fodder cro p s such as oats are relatively rare on the Tablelands.

Major changes to the soil are initiated	 by	 pasture

improvement. They include: building up of soil organic matter,

increased levels of organic phosphorus and nitrogen, increased

soil acidity, and as a consequence, increased cation exchange

(Williams and Donald, 1957).	 In soils tested on the Southern

Tablelands,	 much
	 of	 the phosphate and sulphur added as

superphosphate could be accounted for in the increased organic
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matter in the surface layers of the soil, even many years after

application (Donald and Williams, 1954).

On the Northern Tablelands a folk l ore linkin g eucalypt

dieback with the use of superphosphate has developed. Duggin

(1981) noted that the results of a surve y which collated

information from graziers showed some association between the

observed onset of extensive dieback and the time suoerohosohate

was first a pplied extensivel y . In contras: there are re ports of

marked growth responses b y seedlin g s of woodland eucalypts, such

as E.melliodora, to phos phate fertilizers Humphreys, pers.

comm.). It is difficult to separate the effects of application

of superphosphate from the other effects of pasture improvement.

There is substantial evidence linking pasture improvement with

dieback at a macroscale (see Sections	 but the situation

is less clear with respect to the application of superphosphate

to individual paddocks (Sinden et al. '	 also see Section

3.4).

Phosphate poisoning has been re ported in some eucalypts

after the addition of superphosphate to soi 7 s. However, these

reports are confined to areas with nutrient poor soils of low

buffering capacity	 Muilette,	 et al.,	 1974;	 Specht et al.,

1977). Most eucalypt species which show symptoms of rural

dieback on the Northern Tablelands are crowin g naturally on a

ran ge of soil ty pes whose differences in seal phosphorus status

are greater than the changes of soil phos phorus expect ea to

result from the application of fertilizers at commonly used rates

(i.L.	 Charley,	 pers.	 comm.).	 Thus.	 except perhaps on very
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nutrient poor soils, e.g.	 soils derived from leucoadamelite in

area0	 wh i ch ori g inally	 contained dr y sclecochli fOf •?2, 7.2	 h e

occurrence of phosphate toxicity is unlik- , 1Y on the Tableianjs.

Since the ratios of concentrations 	 ma 'or macro:nutrients

in the organic component of the soil remain fairl y constant in

semi-im proved pastures (Willia:ns and Donald, 1957), 	 s also

unlikely	 that	 development	 of any nutrient imbalances of

macronutri nt3 severe enou gh to affeon trees would he

wides pread. Any link between superphosphate and eucal:bt dieback

must be more subtle.

A number of more subtle resoonses	 superphosphate have

been re p orted.	 Guilford (i(3, 776 reported that aerial application

of su p er p hos phate at the time of a hone y :1 :w could stop the flow

abruptl y . Some farmers have also n-corted leaf scorching of

eucalypts following aerial application of su p erphos phate but this

has not been confirmed. Mycorrhizal activity can be suppressed

at hiher levels of available phos-chor .Js (Patnakake et al.

1973).	 This may be important in a number of ways, including

reduction of the effective absorptive area of the trees root

system (see Section G.5). Increased levels of available

phosphorus and nitro g en lead to a reduction of the root /shoot

ratio of pasture plants (Davidson, 1969. A similar response is

possible in eucalypts. Addition of s-J p erphosphate was also

reported to have caused premature a g ein g of heathiand plants

(Specht, et al., 1977).
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The development of lignotubrs is suppressed in some species

of eucalypts when the concentration of available phosphorus is

high (Beadle, 1968).	 Since lignotubers are important storage

organs in eucalvots, it would be interestin g to ascertain the

effect of phos phorus fertilizers on the total carbohydrate

stora g e ca pacity of eucaly pts. Another possible effect of the

use of su p er phosphate is the development of toxicities resulting

from im purities such as cadmium. Cadmium is normally present in

concentrations rang in g between 2 and 200 ppm in superphosphate

(Foy et al.,	 1978).	 Symptoms of cadmium toxicity include

stuntin g and chiorosis. The si g nificance of toxicity problems in

pasture plants due to trace elements in su perphosphate has been

discussed b y Williams (1577).

Incr e a-ed soil acidity fclio r.4ina pasture imcrovement has

resulted in changes in the relative availabili
	

of trace

elements.	 Williams and David (1976) found that soils which had

been under continuous im proved pasture for 30 years had increased

availability of man ganese, aluminium, iron and zinc, 	 but little

chance in the availability of molybdenum. Plants var y greatly in

th e4,- tolerance of hi gh concentrations	 of	 mancanese	 and

aluminium. Concentrations of available manganese var y between

seasons and were found to be higher during hot dry conditions in

summer or when soils were waterlogg ed (Siman et al., 1974).

There are some re ports of the occurrence of chlorotic leaves in

eucaly p ts associated with a low Fe/Mn balance; the symptoms

disappeared when the eucalypts were treated with iron chelates

(Andrew and David,	 1959;	 Winterhalter, 1963;	 Stewart et al,
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1981). Though this form of toxicity may occur in parts of the

Tablelands, chlorotic leaves are not a common symptom of rural

dieback and it is unlikely that manganese toxicity would be an

important factor. Little is known about the occurrence of

aluminium toxicit y in eucalypts, though Mullette (1975) found

that E.gummifera growing in the Hawkesbury Sandstone re g ion was

tolerant of relatively	 high
	

concentrations	 of	 available

aluminium. Other longterm effects of increasing soil acidit y may

include: increased leaching of calcium and magne urn ions,

breakdown of soil structure, and the creation of more favourable

conditions for the development of fungal diseases (Lee ; 1980).

Side-effects of pasture improvement practices influencing

leaf-feedin g	insects and possibly root Patho g ens or other

components of the ecos y stem are discussed elsewhere. However,

mention of some of the possible nutritional conse q uences of

com p etition between trees and grasses is necessary here.

10.3 Tree-grass competition

Where pasture improvement has encouraged the arowth of

denser grass swards, usually with an altered species composition,

the pathway of mineral cycling in trees may be disru pted. If

grass roots dominate the surface layers of the soil the nutrients

recycled throu gh leaching. leaf fall and insect frass will be

more readily available to grasses than to trees (see Fig.

10.3.1).
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Nutrients locked into the biomass of grasses or excluded

from trees by interference from grass roots are likely to become

available to trees if the quantity of grass (both shoot and root)

is reduced, e. g . during drought. The deeper roots of trees and

their network of lateral roots from which feeding roots are borne

give trees a com p etitive advantage when fluctuations of soil

moisture severely affect grasses.

The deeper roots of trees also facilitate greater access to

nutrients available deeper in the soil profile (see Section 9.2).

In addition to preci p itation inputs, most nutrients (e.g.

calcium, ma gnesium, phosphorus) are partly su pplied to plants

throu gh chemical breakdown of mineral constituents in the soil.

Nitrogen not added to the system in precip tation is circulated

to plants th r'ou g h the break down of or ganic matter.	 Thus the

supply	 of	 nitrogen or a mineral constituent particularly

deficient in the soil parent material (e,a, p osphor ,As) is

likely to be most affected by disruption of the normal pathways

of nutrient cycling.

Little is known about the effect of tree-grass competition

on the availability of trace elements to trees. Boron is a trace

element with a vertical distribution closely following the

distribution of humus (Aubert and Pinta, 1977, p. 8), i.e.

mostly near the soil surface. Dieback of eucal y pts in Southern

Africa has been attributed to boron deficiency (Savory, 19(4,2).

However, the symptoms involved crinkling and discolouration of

the unfoldin g leaves in the apical bud. Boron de
	

iency was

found to limit the growth of subterranean clover in soils from 3
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out of 17 sites tested on the Northern Tablelands (Spencer and

Barrow, 1963). Work to ascerta n the role of boron in eucalypt

nutrition is required.

10.4 Links between tree morbidity and nutritional status

Since eucalypts showin g severe dieback usually have a

degenerate root system, it is probable that consequent reductions

in nutrient absorption have 'led to the development of nutrient

deficiencies. In Tasmania, assessment of foliage mineral

nutrient status of E.obliqua showin g s ymptoms of gull y dieback

failed	 to	 demonstrate	 any si g nificant difference in the

concentrations of the 10 nutrients tested compared with controls

(Neilsen and Palzer. 	 1977).	 There has been no attem p t to

ascertain the nutritional status of eucal ypts showing rural

dieback.	 To be successful such a study requires careful

calibration and a ri g orous sam p lin g approach. Perhaps sampling

the nutrient content of y oun g stem tissue instead of foliage

would provide a better indication of nutrient status.

Excessive insect grazing of foliage and	 leaching	 of

nutrients	 from	 damaged leaves would further increase the

possibility of nutrient deficiencies developing.

Insect g razing most severely affects the c y clin g of the

nutrients that are usually internally redistributed within the

tree. About 40-;0	 of phos phorus and SO-;0	 of nitrogen

(Attiwill,	 1981)	 is recovered directly from senescin g leaves;
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these nutrients are lost from the plant if defoliation occurs.

Figs.	 10.4.1	 and	 10.4.2	 illustrate likely chan ges to

nitro gen flow resulting from insect induced defoliation of 40 %

per annum. This was the average rate of defoliation of

E.blakelyi determined in a study near Canberra (Journet, 1981)

and falls within the range of rates of defoliation determined in

other Australian studies.	 The model assumes:	 (1) a leaf life

expectancy of two years if insect damage is absent, that

leaves consumed by insects are replaced within the y ear, and (3)

that onl y leaves less than one year old are consumed b y insects.

The proportions of nitro gen utilized for bark and heartwood

production are estimates.	 For sim p lification onl y tie net

incorncration of nitrogen in the heartwood is :lven so that

redistribution of nutrients d !..:rina heartwood forma =:,n 	 17Deadie

and White,	 1963) need not be considered. These assumptions

determine that 70% of leavPs are consumed b y insects whereas only

30% senesce naturally.	 In addition,	 40% extra nitro g en is

required to replace the lost folia g e.	 The total nit-.,:ocTn demand

of the tree is increased by 87%.	 ]:f it is assumed that the rate

of defoliation is independent of leaf age the total increase of

nitrogen demand is reduced to 75'3 (instead of 87 %). Quantities

of nitro gen in the various pools are taken from Turner's (1980)

stud y of E.dalrympleana and E.radiata. in dry sclerophyll forest

near Tumut, N.S.W. His data showed that folia g e contained 32% of

the nitro g en and 18% of the phosphorus in the livin g parts of the

tree above ground level, but proportions of phosphorus varied

significantly between species.	 Sapwood contained 35% of the
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nitro g en and 56% of the phosphorus.

Eucal y pts have the ability to replace their crowns using

reserves stored in the sa pwood, e.g. after fir-? or massive

insect attack. Replacement folia g e is usually richer in mineral

nutrients, so much so that phos phorus toxicity symptoms have been

induced in eucalypts simply by prunin g (J.L.	 Charley, pers.

comm.).	 If tree-grass competition for nutrients was intense

nutrient reserves in the sapwood could be depleted b y chronic

insect defoliation. Deficiency symptoms are unlikel y to appear

in the leaves before the mobile reserves in the saowood have been

depleted. Turner's data concerning the distribution of nutrients

within the aerial parts oE eucaly7ts indicate that 	 _1-0c:en in

particular could be drained from the system relative'

The problems of nutrient sup 7,1 : brought aboLit

insect crazing would be exacerbated if the condiricnof the tree

had deteriorated, particularly the carbohydrate sub p l y to the

roots became critical, affectin g root function.

10.5 Conclusion

There are several nutritional problems which might affect

eucalypts	 growing	 on certain soil types on the Northern

Tablelands and require investi g ation. These include: 	 salting,

boron deficiency and acidity induced problems. Closer attention

to the effects of superphosphate fertilizers on r1117.1	 eucalypts

would probably also be worthwhile.
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Though the concentrations of macronutrients in soils has

generally increased under im proved pastures little is known about

the relative nutritional status of eucalypts remaining in these

pastures. Competition with grasses and increased nutritional

demand caused by insect arazing in combination with deteriorating

tree condition could easily disru p t the nutrient supply. 	 In the

absence of secondary ramifications, e.a.	 increased	 insect

act i vit y , eucalypts that have been defoliated by insects would he

expected to respond positivel y to the application o	 mineral

nutrients which have been depicted. 	 In partic u lar, the supply of

nitrogen could easily be affec ed.

Possible effecf c, of alt eredtree nutritional status and soil

nutritional status on insect pcoulations is sc'Jssed Sections

1.'3.3 and 13.1 respectively.
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CHAPTER 11 THE AGE STRUCTURE OF EUCALYPT POPULATIONS AND

DIEBACK

The age structure of natural eucalypt populations ranges

from	 uniform aced stands, in which the recruitment of

seedlin gs is usually prevented b y the density of the standing

vegetation	 until	 a catastrophic event (typically

destroys the whole population, to mixed-a ge stands in which

there is continual loss and replacement  of individual fees

(Cremer et al,	 1973).	 Uniform	 aced	 stands	 in	 tal

open-for9sts are usually dominated b y fire sensitive species,

e.g. Eucalyptus fastigata and E. nitens.	 More xeronorch 1 c

communities,	 includina open-forests and woodlands, usually

have some	 variation	 in	 tree	 aces.	 In

lignotuberous advanced growth	 eucalypts :nar C37121 -2.7 Of

a number of shoots arisin g from a basal licnotJber an y: :hat

remain of seedlin g size often for extended periods. -n :ii

conditions suitable for development into saplinas occ=2: .s

critical in the replacement of individuals that have died.

A discussion of the links between the dole str m c= - =, of

eucalypt populations and dieback is important because the

response of eucalypts to particular stresses varies with age

and because the survival of eucaivpt populations affected by

dieback depends on the age structure of the population.
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11.1 The life system of eucalypts

As C-vemer et al	 (1978 1 have reviewed most of the

published information	 Lelating to	 reproduction	 and

establishment of for	 eucalypt eucalypts this treatment concentrates

or, 	 the	 woodland	 Entwatypts.	 Fig 11.1.1 summarizes the major

processes in the development and reptoduction of eucalypts.

Seed production.	 Only trees with a relatively high vigour

rating were found to initiate the production of quantities of

flower buds (see Section 4.2). 	 Initiation of flower buds may

occur :Innually,	 biannually or irregularly depending on the

st►Pcies and	 internal	 and emternal conditions.	 In	 some

&pecies, e .g. E. diversicolor,	 the variations of flowering

intensity between E- Par-10HF:. is much g reater than	 the variation

oi	 initiation or. ilnuel buds (Longeragan, 1979). 	 Insects and

weather relatod. !-_-.tri= both c:ontribute to the loss of	 flower

buds.	 E. blakelyi crenelolly has a hiannual reproductive cycle

with flower buds bein(j initiated every two years	 (Clark and

Dallwitz, .1974 ) .

Both Griffin (198,0) and Ashton	 (1 975a) investigated 	 the

flowering phenology of E. regnans. 	 The flowerin g period of

individual si-ands umial ly Ltsts about. 90 days with adjacent

trees flower_ in(4 synchronously. 	 Individual flowers last about

one week.	 Neat . Canl)erra E. blakelyi usually flowers between

rate November and mid January (Clark and. Dallwitz, 1974). 	 The

flowering of. E. mel l iodora trees,	 near Armidale,	 that were

monitored as part of the present study appeared to be less
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restricted by season: flowers were noted in late winter,

sprin g (heaviest set) and summer (see Section 4.3). However,

the unusually dry conditions may h.ave affected the phenology.

The time between initiation of flower buds and the

ripening of seeds varies from about 6 months in Angophora

floribunda (personal observation) to over 4 years in some

Monocalyptus eucal ypts and E. diversicolor (Creme:: et al.

1373).	 Most eucalypts acnear to be int r mi..tte.	 Seed	 fail

in E. camaldulensis commences about 9 months after flowering

(Dext e r. 136/	 The period between flower 	 and the	 enin o

of seeds is also si gnificantly less than one y ear in both

E. blakelvi and E. melliodora (personal observations.

ThoJ g h the cr000rt'on of unripened
	

lost due

consumption
	

feedi.n g	insects and to other factors is

usually hi gh, the annual Production of se eds by a s'ngle

mature tree with a healthy crown is in the order of 5,000 to

100,000 (Cromer et al, 1973).

Seed dispersal.	 The capacit7 of	 to ,A t or,. seeds in

their crown variPs between sP=z cie c .	 As a generaii:atin,

Monocalyptus species retain seed in their crowns for longer

periods than other eucalypts (J.B.	 Wil'iams, pers.	 comm.

E. camaldulensis (in Symphyomyrtus sheds its seeds over the

entire year, though most seeds	 in sprin g and simmer and

some seeds remain in the capsules fo, r over one y ear (Dexter,

V±abie	 seeds are usually she,d wi+ -...hin about a week

after a fire or an injury that causes the eucalypt's canopy to
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wilt (Cremer et al, 1978:	 personal observation).

Most seed that is released from mature capsules

within a distance of ea l eal to the heioht of the tree and few

seeds fall at a distance greater than twice the hei g ht of the

tree (Cremer,	 1977).	 Some branches carryin g capsules with

ripe seed are blown further from the tr ,e ,=, but this is

unlikely to account for more than a small proportion of

re g eneratin g seedlins. For exam p le, when Onans and parsons

(1960)	 investi gated the regeneration ("NI: mallee vegetation

after clearin g they found no eucalypt seedlin g s more than 1'!7, m

f r om a seed source.

Germination.	 Seed-feed i n g ants usually r emove a large

proportion	 seed released from eeecalyots ,_Inieee fire

causes a mass release of seed (Ashton, 	 19 - 9:	 Drake;

Wellin gton. 131).

1 z1'.,1, 1	 •

Most eucalypts have no special germination requirements

and their seeds will readily aerminate within a few weeks.

However, some species from cold areas,	 e .';'7.	 E. paucifiora

ssn.	 niphophila,	 have	 a	 weak	 dormancy and require

stratification at near freezing tem p eratures to ensure high

germination rates (Scott, 1972. The exposure of the seeds of

some temperate eucal yp ts to high temperatures may also inauce

a secondary dormancy in a proportion of the seeds. Thus :he

rate of germination of seeds donna the .2,_.IMMr monehe	 is

rest-eictd and some seeds are abt.2 to survive in the :soil

the followin g s p rin g (Cremer et al, 1978).	 Ic1 water stress
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may	 also	 retard germination.	 The germination rate of

E. camaldulensis placed in a mannitol solution with an osmotic

potential of as low as -0.2 MPa was markedl y less than the

germination rate in cure wat,?r, while E. reanans only showed

reductions of germination rates at water potentials of -0.6

MPa or less* However, since periods of heavy rainfall are

frequent on the Tablelands and the Iona-term survival of

eucalypt seeds in storage is affected by mo isture,

unlikely that eucalypt seeds ever survive in the soil p ool for

sianifLcantly more than one year.

Establishment of seedlings.	 Factors contributin g to the

mortality of newl y emergent seedlings incli2,ie:	 ampina-off

funai	 s:?.e Section 6.1)	 damac4e by herbivores - d==. ca	 _ation at

the cotelydon sta g e is fa t al	 dehydration,	 aed

of adequate light , and frost injury.	 Liant is a critical

factor limiting the recruitment of new seedlings in relatively

dense ve g etation (Cromer et al, 1978).

The growth of establishin g eucalypts may be further

by alielocathic substances from mature trees (see

Section 6.6) and by the availability of mineral nutrients (see

Section	 10.0).	 The c'?.ntral role of fire in the creation of

conditions that facilitate the survival and g rowth of eucalypt

seedlin g s has already been mentioned C Sections 8.E, 10.0).

However, fire is not essential for the 	 of

eucalv _s.	 Dexter	 1"?E7)	 found thaia the survival 	 of

E. camaldulensis seedlin g s was g reater on cultivated soil than

* Edgar (1977)
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on an uncultivated ashbf-r1.

Bryant (1969) observed a prog r essive i	 thencrease in the

densit y or E. pauciflora seedlings under conditi=s 	 ‘ej- did

not involve any	 icant disturbance of tie community

durinc the period of stud y .	 The vegetation studied -..-)nsid

of snowaum woodlands with a shrubby understorev containing

snowarass and other herbs on a shallow alpine h : ""_'s soil.

	

other Wlfk''r	 considered that mechanical

necessar y to faciiilate the establis_ment of

artifically sown	 seed	 of	 E. pauciflora	 s - owrass

communities (reported in Nobl P . 1980).	 Noble (1931'	 --=.=Pni-Pd

evidence th	 accorded w i.th	 hypothesis

of the ,zras2 tuscocks reduced 4- he ra:e

of neig h L-curing E. pauciflora	 -ation

of the seed bed conditions re ,.7- i ft,, d for the establisThent

eucal ypts in woodlands needs further study.

Ci	 -aco kc= (19B5 suggested that ondition	 thei	 e 2s suta.ol 21-	th

establishment of eucalypts in s;ivanna woodlands O_-n , occurred

infrequently. He observed th,at during the	 yea_ period

between	 io-)0 and 1954 there were only two periods of

significant regeneration in savanna woodlands near Canberra,

1934-36 and 1943-52; 	 they were associated with unusui v

spells.	 Jacobs considered tha i-	 eucalvpts require ..'bout.

favourable	 (in

	

g erm ,	of moisture re g im:-?.:	 become

established.	 However the resilience of eucalyp:

rapidly increass with aae.	 In a direct-seeding trial carried

out in a mu l ched seedbed near Armidale in the summer of 1982/3
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the E. viminalis seedlin g s that had survived after the third

month were mostly still alive one year later despite several

dr y spells during late summer and autumn (Curtis in

preparati n). Dexter (19E7) found that woody stemmed

E. camaldulensis seedlin gs over 15 cm high were able to

recover after sheddin g all their leaves when moisture stre,:s

was severe. Potted seedlin gs of E. nova-anglica, E. blakelyi

and E. melliodora of a similar size also had this cacacii,

( personal observation). It is likely that many eucal=ls

growin g on the Tablelands could become well established

sin g le season.

Juvenile eucalyp ts with multi p le shoots arising from

basal	 lignotuber	 have	 th!L ca pacity	 survive severe

	

es	 e.g.	 Fi rc, that ki'l their aer•	 °arts 	 T.-.-=,ir

im p ortance in the regeneration of most eucaly pts has already

been stressed. Li gnotubers that a re su ppresed, chronioa

damaaed, or lack the metabolic reserves necessary for the

transit i n into a saID l ina form ma y survive in a uwarr

for extended periods.

Establishment of saplings.	 The likelihood that establishing

saplin gs die back -created'v before the y finally become

established has already been mentioned (see -Section -.1

Jacobs,	 1955).	 Jacobs	 (1955	 considered that many

juv P nile eucalypts that were established in the CanbPrra

r-P g on 4 n th e' 192,4-3E p eriod only succeeded in developing

sanl'nfr c. in the second favourable (moist) period, from l'3, 43 to
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l'I -7R	 However,	 numerous juvenile eucalypts successfully1952.

develo ped into saplincls in the Nor-the= Tablelands in the

relatively	 dry	 years	 between 1981 and 198] (personal

observation). So it is probable that the development

established seedlin gs on the Northern Tablelands is not

limited by below avera g e rainfall. Factors such as grama by

insects or livestock and competition with grasses are probably

of	 2ofPmore im p ort a nce,	 Establishment E saplin g s nvp,-

on sites where grazing by livesi-ock was intense (see Section

8.1).

The vulnerability of dove lovin g saPlins to shoot, dieback

al ready be e n ment i oned (see Section	 Where stands of

developin g eucalvot , a r e r-l ens 2 , reso= 2.2 ar?

Section
	

the comet:_ti,_.,n betwee-n saplings becomes

intense, and sulor P ssion and mortal_n-y oic ind vidals ccours.

Maturation.	 Ja	 thecobs (1955) describPd the chan g es in th	 form

of trees associated w i th the develo pment from sa p lin g to

mature tree. The time required for woodland eucalypts to

attain maturity not systematically

monitored but is probably well over one decade.

Longevity.	 Eucalypts are not especially long-lived trees.

Datin g studies tha'- have beer, carried cut sug g es	 that

E. camaldulensis, or other lar g e eucal y pts such as E. regnans,

rarely live for more than 400 years (Ogden, 1978). Gill

(1971) estimated the age of one E. camaldulensis to	 950
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years usin g radiocarbon dating but no other estimates of

eucalypt aae have ap p roached this figure.

File et al (1980) estimated that woodland eucalypts in

south-eastern Australia rarely live more than 200-300 years.

The fact)rs associat,-�d with the decline of ageing trees

is discussed in Sect i on 11.3.

11.2 The age structure of eucalypts in rural areas on the

Northern Tablelands

Partly because of techical problems associated with

lack of correlation between tree size and a g e (Jacobs, 1955)

and the unreliability of ace• determinations using ring counts

[see Odgen (1973	 for a discussion], there have been no

systematic studies on the Northern Tablelands aimed 	 at

determining the age structure of eucalypt woodlands.

A historial account of the broad changes in the character

of the vegetation was included in Section 3.3. However, the

available information is sketchy:
	

pioneer squatters seldom

commented on the structure of eucalypt communities.

The reported "parkland-like appearance" (Section 3.3 and

Norton,	 1971) of some of the gentle slopes and shallow open

valleys of the New En g land Plateau is characteristic of

woodlands on soils of at least medium fertility and dominated

by mature trees. It is probable that individual ageing or
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moribund	 trees progressively died and were replaced by

lignotuberous advanced growth, so that denser patches of

regenerating saplings were sparse.	 If this impression is

accurate then within the period preceding settlement by

Europeans in the areas described it is probable that there had

been no wides pread occurrences of dieback:	 such occurrences

would have involved mortality of stands of eucalypts and their

eventual re p lacement by dense stands of saplings.

Ho r,;ever, the densit y of vegetation on ridgetops in the

same aeneral area was considerabl y greater. This difference

probably re l ated to topographic and litholoaical factors but

it is possible that the trees on the ridges were recfror.Ah

population', 4-hat- had	 populations of t ees than had

(-1. 4,-, d out.

Given the intensity of clearins,	 and	 tl e	 f_:-ofuse

regeneration in the late 19th century see Section	 it is

probable that the great majority of trees in rural areas on

the 'iorthern Tablelands are less than 100 years old (also tiea

Section „.

Both the recruitment of new seedlings and the survival of

li gnnfuberous	 advanced	 g rowth	 appear	 to	 have	 been

dPlet Priculy affected bv pasture improvement. 	 Probab7

increased brnwsing (sP P Section 3. 1 ) and increa ed competition

with grasses are resp rJnsible.	 consf-quently,	 in many a.:.:(3a

th P r P h-s	 L., L.,	 no recruitment of new	 e	 n	 sincethe

19502.
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In some areas juvenile eucal yp t , have been

eliminated	 b y	culti-..ation.	 and the only	 nilesremaini

are in stock reserves.

Dieback of eucal y pts during the 177 7 ns caused c:-eater

mortalit y of Q aclinus. immature trees and trees past maturity

than of rri-iture trees.	 This has furthe r reduc 3d the	 rc;no-,e of

tree aces within P(-- i viot populations.

This, since	 = P t-l P mPnt, 	 a	 large prcloortic;fl	 oller

eucal ypts have	 e 4 minad from Moot f'_Ifai areas, ar:d

juvenile eucaly pts have been eliminated
	

som	 areaz.

However, manaclement has varied from area to area so :here are,

for example.	 only  overmaturE, eoa17-0:s remain

v ouncT 17 e C: 17 CD	 s	 '-'	 :-1 71 .

11.3 Dieback and tree age

	

There are two p lausib:e explanations	 sacl:nus

over-mature trees beinc more severely affected c dieba:k than

mature	 Sections 3.6, 3.4':

(i) the different ace classes of trees	 ;ere stressed to

d 4 fenent degrees'

(ii) the different ace classes of trees resuonded to stress

in different ,..)vs.

Mortality in sa p lings.	 It is plausLle

and

gene17 . „-illy	 more
	

str:a)csPd
	

in	 oar	 :uar
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defoliated to a greater extent than mature trees. M. 	 Lowman

(peps,	 comm.)	 found that defoliation of mature	 _s

insects was areater•near around level than in the	 of

mature trees.	 Therefore it is probable that sal	 ace

defoliated more than taller trees. Also,	 juvenile eucalypts

differ from mature 4- v"	 with respect to their chemical

composition and physiology (see Section 9.3).	 Other forms of

stress that will generally affect saplinas more than mature

trees include romo e ti* on wi t h ar cises and	 with

other trees.

Tt is also probable that the metabolic reserves of

saplings	 ge n e r a l 	 nor rot	 as extensive as the	 e s

well e2lahli ,,, h 1 trees.

Mortality in agein g trees.	 The capacity n'
	

r

past maturity to withstand stress diminishes with time.

somet i mes dif f icu lt to d 4 st 1 n ,:Tui cf h th e effects of o l d	 e from

the e'= fects of severe stre ss .	 The rat e of aaein,a,

ap p ears to depend as much on the conditions under which

trees	 are growing as on their chr(mol,
	

Tne

processes of growth are intrinsic to trees and other perennial

plants because their organs and tissues.

xylem (see Section 9.4) and phloem,	 have finite functional

In addition	 thE2 supportive tissues.

heartwood, are sub j ect to decay.	 influenci7,:T

of heartwood decay include sf- r uctul	 -es

the tree and the presence of wood-borina insect-s, the
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resistance	 of
	

wood to decay is probabl y an

determinant of tree aaPina (:acoh c,,, 1955.

The major factors inyoled in th,.? onoet	 old age in

trees are:

1	 the increasina difficulty of maintaining a favourable

ratio of assimilatory surfaces to res'cirina surfaces

as the dimensions of the tree

wood deca y leadina to the development	 str.!_lc=a1

weanesses:

3,	 increasina stem resistance to water ;".; as the

branchinc pattern of the	 m,00?

after successive	 r---nlacnt	 0-= 	 .=1'fld

d a m ,-; root ,	":4.inkly et al;

4.	 loss of juveni l i f v (Kramer and Kc7_1:-..;21:,i, 1?7?..

Ultimatel y mortalit y associated
	

ace usually

rd ates to shortaaes in the suppl y of ener .ay anJ nutrients

to a reduced raLe
	 replacement of

senescent °arts and finally to a breakdown in the tree's

lif---21Jor)nrf

The process of breakdown is analaacus to the situation

where chronic insect infestation direct iv reduces the

	reserves and leads to a decrease	 the r.:.to

photos y nthetic surface to respir ng surface. Me death of the

tree is auain related to the at:cumulation of an eneray
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deficit.	 Since both processes are related in this way, death

due to chronic insect attack is riot independent of ace and

vice v e rsa.	 Aceina trees are more likely to die from insect

infestation than mature trees that generall y have a more

positive ener gy balance.	 Also,	 trees that are chronically

affected b y insects are likely to suffer from old ac;:

prematurely since their ca pacit y to maintain their or ginal

ratio of assimilatory area to res p irin g ar2.:1 is impeded ipy

deaeneration of the root s y stem and insufficent replacement of

conductive sa pwood durin g the period of infestation.

11.4 The survival of eucal ypt po pulations and dieback

	

The followina discussion assumes	 diebac	 in

Tableland	 areas	 occurs in d' ,,, crete pe ,-. jods ( e .a.	 *i.,-, 1Q7-Ds

f	 (	 the enfollowed by periods	 ,_:-,c-,,,,.),-,7	 e.Q.	 tharly	 1P3Cs.

Several	 points that were discussed in Se:tinn 11.' and 11 ._.-,

are vital for assessment of the cabacity of eu r.--.1ynt s to

survive periods of dieback:

1. Moribund or overmature eucalypts do not produce seed,

and even in healthy trees new crops of seed are not

produced every year.

The	 seeds	 of	 the	 ma-i-r4t-y	 of	 coca

(Symphyomyrtus) do not remain on the tree for mor

ths,n about. one year, and storaae	 se ed in th ,.,	 soil

appears to be limited (thou g h this is not certain.



3. Seeds are only dispersed in the immediate vicinity of

the	 tree, , o areas d ,-, void of tre,-7,, c,	 ge-nrally 71,:t

recoloniz,,d.

4. With the possible exception of skeletal	 soils c,;me

form of disturbance is aenerally required for

' recruitment rates of seedlinas.

5. The recruitment of seedlings in woodlands appears

be infrequent and affected by seasonal factor.

6. Establishment of seedlinas
	

the development

saplings	 is	 generally not cossibl

seedlinas are	 , t  c. 4-
	

Er :n livestock
	

orthe

stockina rates are low.

Once estabi, ed, • -; 7, 7
_	 •-■ are	 bie

persist for extended periods and to survive stresses

such as destruction of their aerial carts and severe

moisture deficits,	 while retaining the capacity

develop into saplings when the conditions for growth

become optimal.

8. Saplings are more vulnerable to mortality than mature

trees and must develop for many years before the',

become reproductively active.

From these points	 it	 is arJparent that	 li,:inctuhro'_-:2

ad ,./anced arowth	 is critical	 for the survival of eucalyt

populations throu gh periods of dieback. ;Then dieback
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to affect tree vigour then the recruitment of new seedlin g s is

prevented.	 In the absence of lignctuberous advanced arowt'n,

if a lar ge pro portion of the trees is killed the lack of

dispersal of seeds from the survivin g trees would I mit the

recolonization of the site.	 Where lignctuberous advanced

growth is present protection of juvenile eucalypts from

livestock is necessary for some time following the period of

d i ebak to enable the	 Juvenile eucalypts to dPY(L-'op into

saplings.	 Even then the survival of the eucalypt population

is noL assured if there is another period of dieback before

the trees have reached re productive maturity and succ_ssuliv

re p laced the po p ulation of lianotuberous seedlin g s. Eucalypts

(particularly E. nova-analica	 have already been eliminated

from some localities where lianotuherous advanced gro ,..;th haH

been destroyed (see Section 3.5). Thou gh there are Tablelanc'ss

areas where there are sufficient vi g orous trees to facilitate

the reaeneration of new	 - --174seet,iinas from natural seediall,

management techni ques to ensure the successful recruitment of

new seedlings have not been fully worked out for the local

conditions.
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CHAPTER 12 SYNTHESIS: THE PROCESS OF DIEBACK

Stress becomes critical to the survival of a tree when it

reaches a level that interferes with the functionin g of the

tree as an inte grated oroanism. To describe possible

breakdowns in the functionin g of a tree it is convenient to

divide the tree into discrete functional systems (see Horsfall

and Cowling,	 1978).	 Functions which need to be successfully

carried out in every part of the tree are:	 (1) su pp l y of

chot.osynthates	 (enerav);	 (2) supply of water;	 (3) suopl_

mineral nutrients;	 4) maintenance of structural integrity;

(7) defence a gainst invasion by forei g n ormaniE;ms:

hormonal
	

regulatio7:.	 Hormonal reaulation,	 successful,

oraanises the arowrh and development of the tree in a manner

that allows octimal achi evement of the other flinctins.

Succ e ssfu l reproduction is also necessar y for the long-Ter m

survival of the spec,
	

but not a l l parts of the 1-
	 nor

even all individuals, need to reproduce.

12.1 The determinants of injury

Defoliating insects, especial	 paropsine and .F.:.2arabaeid

be e tles,	 are the most, obvious stressing a g ents of rural

eucal y pts (Sections 2. 7 , 4.3,	 4.4).	 Artificial	 defoliation

experiments have shown that excessive defoliation can induce:

(a) carbohydrate starvation, (b) increased suscepi,:ibility to

funaal root patho g ens (Section	 and (c)	 of

g rowth reyillation (in ash ty p e eucalypts). Damage c terminal

buds (e.g.	 by paropsine beetles) r e tards the replacement of
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leaves, aggravatin g the damage due to defoliation. Though the

activities of insects could account for the intensi

dieback and both the temporal and spatial patterns 	 its
ircHdence,	 the central importance of the role of insects in

the syndrome has not been proven beyond doubt (Section

No strong microbial patho g ens have been	 found	 in

association with declinin g trePs,	 .., aiven the limited snoce

of the patholo g ical investiaations carried out as cart 	 thi

study, it is not yet possible to rule out the possibi 

st_ na cathog p n being found
	

in the fut',_Ire.	 Weal:	 fungal

pathogens, such as Phytophthora cryptogea 	 might place some

stress on trees under some circumstances (Section 6.

'ereis no evidence of this actually coo -ina in the f_eld

(Section 4.4),	 Won 	 funai and conn-=ct , v- ttssue feeding

are	 able	 colonize moribu7d trees,

contributin g to the process of sPnescn-.

It is unlikely that drou g ht-induced damage has	 .2. I

affected more than a small proportion of woodland trees

(Sections 2. 2, 9.2), and the proportion of trees that c_uid

have been adversely affected b y waterlo g aing is also probably

relatively small (Sections 3.5, 9.2).	 However, most euca1,7pts

in the process of dying have some intact leaves that	 on

the tree - so water stress might to be crit c-11 in the final

sta g es of tree decline (Section 2.2).
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The supply of mineral nutrients does not appear to be

sufficiently critical to cause visible deficiency symptoms in

the great maiority of eucalypts. However, it is likely that

the supply of nutrients is a factor limiting the growth of

most trees (Chapter 10).

The combination of tree morbidity and enhanced pasture

growth (due to pasture improvement practices) could limit bot
h

the supply of water (Section 9.3) and the supply of mineral

nutrients (Section 10.4L to trees. The allelo pathic eff e cts

of th..! pasture plants have not been quantified (Section

Other factors hi vecontributed to the	 decline	 of

individual
	

k,r .. es 	 or to th ,-	 d,. cline of trees in individual

locali_ies.	 These factors include:	 infestation by mist:1

(Section	 6.6),	 --"	 age	 (Sections	 11.	 11	 da:laue

attributable to human activity (Sections 3.2	 to	 3.5),

windthrow and other injuries caused by wind (Section 7.2),

hail (Section 7.3), frost (Section 7.1), 	 girdling by cattle

(Section 3.1), and possibly salt toxicity (Section 10.2).

12.2 The dieback process

On the basis of the information available it appears

likely that excessive rates	 of defoliation by insects

has been the maior form of stress responsible for the

development of dieback. .Defoliation has major effects on both

the production and available resources of photosynthates

(Section 5.2);	 the auani-ities of nutrients stored in the tree
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are also reduced (Section 10.4). Thus the demand for both

nutrients and photoLynthates is increased.

It a pp ears that in the absence of excessive defoliation

or other unusual stressin g factors most mature eucalvp

g rowin g in areas that became affected by eucalypt dieback had

supp lies of water and mineral nutrients that were adequate for

survival.	 it is also probable that only weak fun g al pathoaens

were present and that a vigorous
	 would be able to

restrict the dama g e induced by these pathcaens.

Fig.	 12.1 illustrates the effect of defoliation on the

flow of photosvnthates within a 	 For simpiici ' of

presentation, the system is divided
	

into	 3	 component

subsystems:	 foliace, secondary tissue_ 	 and primary roots:

the reproductive system has been excluded. 	 All the energy

input is from photosynthesis. The total primary production of

a tree is influenced by the 	 env ronmental	 conditions,

includin g :	 temperature, availability of water and mineral

nut:-ients, and wind.	 The flow of photosynthates is also

linked with the successful operation of the other functional

sysLems. Trees in an extreme environment have difficulty

maintainin g	a	 carbon-balance	 even	 in the absence of

defoliation (Tranquillini, 1979). A thorou gh analysis of the

effects of g iven rates of defoliation on p lants requires a

detiled understanding of the plants' ---.ductivity in the

environment	 in which the y grow (e.g.	 see Fetcher, 1981;.	 It

is probable that environmental chan g es (especially _hose

associ ,,ftted with clearing,	 see Chapter	 have affected the
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Figure 12.1 A simplified model of the flow of photosynthates i.n a
eucal ypt. Feed back mechanisms controlling senescence
and growth have been excluded for simplicity (see text
for details).
Solid lines indicate material flows, dotted lines
indicate flow of information.
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productivity of eucalypts on the Tablelands. 	 However,	 for

simplicity,	 the flow diagram (Fig 12.fl only 	 Lhe

role of defoliation in a constant environment.

Respiration presents a continuous drain on the su ppl, of

photosvnthates and (i gnoring temperature effects) the rate of

respiration is related to the amount of living tissue within

each com ponent of the tree. Newly-formed mer stematic tissue

res p ires more than mature tissue (so resPiration can he

considered to be proportional to surface area rather than

volume).	 Estimates of the proportion	 of gross :rimary

production used for respiration vary from 33% in an 3 year old

au p le tree to 58% in 14 year old lobboly	 le,	 while older

trees	 probably	 use a greater proportion of energy in

respiration (Kramer and	 Kozlowski,	 1979'	 ,I]rowth	 is

discontinuous and is re gulated by hormonal links between the 3

subsystems and by the su p pl y of resources.	 The r es of

senescence are partly predetermined by ageing processes, but

may be altered by environmental factors or b y hormonal

re gulation.	 The	 immediate	 response to defoliatlon is

compensatory growth of new foliage (Section 5.2), while root

growth and woody g rowth are restricted, apparently b y hormonal

action (Kozlowski,	 1969).	 Compensatory	 growth	 usually

facilitates rapid replacement of the crown.	 However, if

defoliation continues to be excessive for an extended ceriod

then the reduced re p lacement of functional roots, arld :at a

later date) the reduced replacement of secondary :nnn,cf.ive

tissue, will limit the supply of water and mineral nutrients
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to the foliage. This is additional to the increased demand

for	 mineral nutrients that is direcLly attributable to

replacement of lost foliage (Section 10.4).	 There is a

constant, hormonally mediated readjustment of root/conductive

tissue/shoot relationships.

If the total primar y production of the tree is less than

the losses (senescence + defoliation	 respiration) then 4the

lost:. of tissue (foliaaP, 	 absorptive roots and coenect v

tissue) will exceed its r e placement and the net reserves

photos ynthates will decrease.	 If this n e t r e duction of ivina

matter continues then the ratio of assimilatory surfac es

res p irin g surfaces will decrease, further comcoundina the

negative enemy balance 	 Section 11.3

The senescence of aaeina branches that have ceased to

function in an efficient manner (and are not net exporters of

photosynthates) is a natural feature of eucaly pt growth habits

(Jacobs, 1955). Assuming that growth regulation processes are

still functioning in a manner optimal for the survival of the

organism, then induction of the senescence of the limbs and

roots) that are functioning least efficiently could restore

the balance between production and consumption. A process

such as this appears to actually occur in declining eucalypts

(Section 2.2).

If the simultaneous senescence of a large number of roots

and
	

branches	 is	 not	 associated	 with

compartmentalization of decay then the tree may be subject to
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penetration by fungal and other pathogens (Sections 	 .3, 6.1).

If excessive defoliation (or insufficient production)

continues then the life-support system ultimately collapses.

In eucalypts that are severely affected by dieback the form of

the final collapse of the life-support system probably varies.

Possible disfunctions include: carbohydrate starvation (Clark

et al,	 1931);	 inability to cone with increasin g moisture

str e ss (Section 9.4);	 invasion by wood rottin g organisms

(e.a.	 as in Eucalyptus bridgesiana, Section 2.3);	 damage by

insects feeding on connective tissue; 	 and breakdowns in

hormonal regulation that may involve the accumulation of

growth inhibitors (Section 5.z.).

The interactions betw,ien the functional processes ace

important, e.g.	 sudden water stress or the presence of weak

fun gal pathogens could kill a tree that would other.4ise

survive.

It is worth noting that the process of decline is not

greatly altered if the t yp e of injury leading to decline

involves chronic destruction of primary roots (Hepting,	 1945;

see Section 5.2).	 The replacement of the lost roots drains

part of the tree's reserves of photosynthates and the tree's

productivity is affected by the reduced capacity of damaged

roots to supply resources to the folia g e.	 Su h interactions

partly explain the similar patterns of decline shown by

eucaly p ts affected b y various types of 	 is injurie	 ( s ee

Section 1.2).



PART 3

THE UNDERLYING PROBLEM



	

CHAPTER 13	 POSSIBLE REASONS FOR INSECT OUTBREAKS

of

	

Here it is assumed that the observed levels 	 o:

defoliation durin g the development of dieback (Section 5.3)

were due to increased insect abundance rather than decreased

leaf replacement and that eucalypt-grazing insects were of

critical importance in the syndrome (see Chapter 12 f:.-317 a

discussion).

Numerous insect species appear to be involved in

defoliation	 eucalypts, on the Northern Tablelands see

Table 2.2.1);	 all being indigenous.	 There are several

introductory reviews describin g the major aroups of insect

pests of eucaly pts (Neumann and Marks, 1976; Hadlina-07 and

Johnson,	 1977 .	Carne and Taylor, 1978).	 Near ArmIdale,

chrvsomel ids a ppeared to be the most significant group of

insect	 feeders	 on	 saplings of Eucalyptus viminaiis,

E. caliginosa and Angophora floribunda in the summer of

1979-80;	 several s pecies were involved (S.C. 	 Calrns,

unpublished). Seasonal activity of insects varies, with

chrysomeilds apparently important from spring to autumn,

scarabaeids in summer, leaf skeletonizers in late summer and

winter;	 and sawflies in winter. No systematic study has

been	 undertaken	 to	 determine	 the	 distribution	 of

eucalypt-grazing insects in the region but it is probable

that the relative importance of particular insect croups

varies over the r e g ion and with time.
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The biolo gy of most of the major groups of insects

involved is well understood. Scarabaeids have been studied

in detail on the Northern Tablelands (e. g . Davidson et al.,

1979: and records from a liuht trap in the CSIRO Research

Station at Chiswick have been kept since 1962-63 (Roberts et

al,	 1932a). Scarabaeids differ from other eucalypt-grazina

insects in that their larvae feed on roots of pasture plants

and soil organic matter (Davidson and Roberts, 1963) and

only the adults of some species feed on eucalypt leaves.

The eucal ypt-grazin g scarabaeids include Christmas beetles

Anoplognathus spp., and smaller Sericestis spp. (Roberts et

al., 1979). Other insect g rou p s which have been intens vely

studied include:	 chrysomelids (Carne, 1966; 	 Greaves.

Steven,	 1973:
	

Tanton and Khan,1978), gregarious sa-.4flies

(Carne, 1963), psyllids (Clark, 1964;	 Clark and Celiw

1974),	 scale
	

insects	 (Patel, 1971) and leaf skeletonizers

(Campbell, 1962;	 Morgan and Cobbinah, 1977).

Increased insect activity in rural areas durina recent

ma y be associated with:

i) changes to the habitat of the defoliating insects:

ii) decreased effectiveness of biological control;

iii) changes to the food quality of folia g e; and/or

iv) the prevalence of weather conditions that 	 favour

breedin g and survival.
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13.1 Changes to the habitat of defoliating insects

Prevalence of eucalypt dieback is usuall y associated

with pa:;ture im provement and the gross environmental changes

which accom pan y it (see Section 3.5).	 Direct effects of

these chan g es on insect abundance would be expected to be

most readily ap parent in insects with life sta g es separated

from the tree. Scarabaeids are the most significant example

of folia g e-feeding insects that do not feed on eucal y pts for

their entire life cycle.

Jacobs (1955) warned that foliage-eating scarabaeids

were likel y to become a problem when the relative proportion

of trees declined asa result of clearina. 	 In addition

Davidson et al.	 (P;79) stated that it was irrefutable that-,

the total population of scarabaeids had increased since thP

1950s on the Northern Tablelands as a result of pasture

im provement. Factors favouring the growth of scarabaid

larvae	 in	 improved	 pastures	 included:	 the greater

availability of grass roots, increased soil organic matter

and a greater population of micro-organisms in the soil.

However, durin g dry spells pastures sown to im proved grasses

tended to dry out more than native pastures, causing

si g nificant mortality to scarabaeid larvae. The larvae are

also sensitive to high soil temperatures: tem p eratures in

excess of 32.5 degrees 	 were found to cause extensive

mortality.	 Under drouaht conditions, when soil moisture is

critical and im proved pastures are closely cropped 	 lowingna

soil	 temperatures	 to	 increase, the normal trend of
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scarabaeids bein g more abundant beneath improved pastures

may be reversed.	 In these cases, native pastures carry

greater populations of scarabaeids than improved pastures.

There is some evidence that the relative abundance of

particular scarabaeid s pecies has chanced in recent Years.

About 7500 Anoplognathus porosus were caught in the light

tran at Chiswick durin g the 192/13 season, but only a few

hundred were cau ght durin g 1973/9 and 1979/30 while :he

abundance	 of	 some	 non-tree-feeding	 scarabaeids	 and

Sericestis	 geminata	 had	 increased	 (R.J.	 Roberts,

un published data:	 Roberts et al. 1982a) .	 T::_

decline of the Christmas beetle at Chiswick may
	 partly

related to reduced tree cover. Trenbath and Smi

sugaested that whP ,- P the re f tive proportion of	 to

pasture fel l	below a critcal level, the pcpu._ :ion of

scarabaeidrl would decrease. Their model is based c: the

untested assumption that eucalv pt-arazina scarabaeids are

obligatorily dependent on eucalypts for reprod ,ucticn.	 A

reduction in the ratio of eucalvpt-grazing to non-f ee ding

scarabaeids has been observed amon g st the larger	 aba=_d s

in totally cleared areas. Yet at least some of the smaller

foliage-feedin g scarabaeids, Sericestis spp., appear
	

be

able to reproduce in the absence of eucalypts and there	 a

trend towards dominance by smaller scarabaeids where tre e s

are scarce (Roberts et al, 1982b). However, severe iamage

to eucalypts b y Sericestis has been noted (Section 4. 	 If

these foliage-feeding scarabaeids can reproduce in the
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absence of eucalypts it is possible that some semi-cleared

woodlands are supoortina greater populations of scarabaeids

then the trees can sustain. Hence it is uncetain whether

system could eventually equilibriate in f a vour  of th,,

eucalypts.

Many insects that feed exclusively on eucalypt foliage

have resting staaes durina which the insect leaves the tree

4-o p lApate or to	 over-winter,	 e.g.	 chrvsomelids	 (Carrie.

15' 	 the sawfly. Perga affinis affinis Kirb y (Carne,

email chan g es in the availability 1)1: shelter Of

altered soil strenath could easily affect insect survival.

For exam p le. Carne	 19E-:.7. ) found that extensive TortalLt	 of

final instar sawfly larvae ocurred during d2:	 when

soils became harder and, larvae found it diffi:	 tJ) borrow

and find protected sites Eor pupation. 	 E,,asi: uestjnnc

about how pasture im p rovement has affected :n ,== avaLiabiiity

of protected sites for the resting staaes of insects remain

to be answered.

There has recently been some speculation sug g est n.::

that the greater ava lability of light in semi-cleared

woodlands stimulates the activity of insects such	 d:3

chrvsomelids	 (Old et al., 1931).	 However, the influence of

increased light and other micro-climatic changes within tree

canopies that have resulted from clearin? need to be

critically evaluated before these speculations can	 be

substantiated.
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13.2 Decreased effectiveness of biological control

There is substantial evidence sugaestinc: •_he importance

of predation	 Parasitism) in the re riulat.ion of

insect, populations. 	 Lawton and McNeill	 cater:Tor-I-zed

the evidence into (a) circumstantial evidence based on the

results of attempts to control insects by 4- h
	

introduction

of natural enemiPs, and (b) evidence from the 	 -tables DE

in —e ct ,,, *hat have beenintensivel y studied.

listed 120 attempts at biolocTical control insect.:..	 At

1
	

a third of *h e s e were described as	 completely

es s1` u1	 with	 v-r-vincr d 'e grePs	 of	 success	 'n	 01-h -

a**-=m-ts.	 Thus at	 least	 in some	 in----t-nces.	 _cia_al- 

a r:ents	 appear	 critical	 in the r?,.::ulati_	 insect

pc.-2ulations.

A review by Podoler and Roclers (197-7 	draws attention

th e prominence of natural enemies

Detailed investigations of the population dynamics of 1:

herbivorous insects were reported in their review. In 5

cases natural enemies were the key-factor 	 influencing

p o pulations.	 In other cases natural enemies were usually

res ponsible for at least some mortality of the insects and

ear-cut key-factors unrelated to natural -=-7,rnies were only

evident in 4 cases.

Natural enemies of	 inects	 usual i	 re-Pon-
	 n

f -.--tuations	 in the pr e y 's copulation.	 Th i = 2ens1tiv _y 47_o

prey density provides a mechanism by which natural enemies
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re g ulate the insect's population (Stubbs, 1977;	 May, 1932,

Clearin g and other changes within woodland ecosystems

associated with a gricultural development have drastical7

of ected many	 of	 the	 parasites	 and
	

predator 	 of

eucaly pt-arazina insects.	 To facilitate this discussion,

the natural enemies of insects that feed on eucalypt foliage

classified	 into:	 (a) vertebrate predators,

invertebrate predators. and (c) invertebrate parasites.

fDisease-inducina agents, including viruses. 	 'enr-i

and protozoa. can also af r ect insect populations but

are not included in this discussion since there is as vet no

evidence that the incidence  of 	 as been

a:7_-_ec 47_eal by agricultural develooment.

(a Vertebrate predators

Birds are the most obvious predators of insects.

(1931) reviewed the available information concernina the

ca paci t y of birds to control the major eucalypt-grazing

. insects.	 There was no direct proof that b rds influence

po p ulations of eucaly p t-crazin g insects s -i g n icantly, but

the available information su gg ested that birds have

basic requirements necessar7 to	 eHert	 a	 contrail ng

influence on insects.	 Firstly, a variet y of birds prey on

the major eucaly p t- grazin g insects: and soon,-1 1 , birds are

	

-^erai 1y opportuniztic feeders and wil l 	on

particular food which is abundant.	 Thus. althouah Ll

populations are relatively stable in comparison to Llsect



p o pulations birds are able to convercie on an area (within

their ranae	 that heR s a areater than	 abundance of

insects.	 Ot"os (1979) 	 in a review chiefl: concerned with

bird-insect	 relations in the Northern -.7i,:'M'Sr2h,--?r, ccncl'i.ded

that reaulation of insect populations hy b1L-dz', Was likely to

be most effective when insect p o pulations were small.

The relative stability of bird	 ations c--, she

N o rthe rn Tablelands between Teasons Fori and 7', o 11  192)

makes	 it	 likely	 tnat	 t h o	 impact	 ,---:L_:	 hlf-J.3	 on	 17:,,,,*

ponulations (eHr l udna ,,, carabaoids) would -o

the winter months when	 populations of over-wintering

insects are low.

	

After an eHtensi7e study of the psy___	 Cardiaspina

albitextura,	 Clark	 (19 ,34) concluded that density depen_ient

feedina by birds was a maor	 factor	 in	 pcoation

reaulation.	 In	 addition 	 Cre (unpubished

suaaested that birds were crolJably the major pre,dator-_!.

adult paropsine beetles.

Ford and Bell (1932) found that hi ,—; densities on	 4

sites near Armidale a ppeared to be stronaly associated with

th o density of remng trees. Bird densities varied ff'DM

about
	

birds/ha in Eastwood State F 1-
	 2 0 2- 3 00

to 10 ?-ird-, /ha on a site with
	 Inn

trees/ha :	and about
	

birds/ha on a site with

e ,JoalyPt dieback and few remainin g	tree.: c.less than lnfl

A site consiL, +-incl of o p en c.:ra,sland contained
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less than one bird/ha. Reduced tree density was asscciated

with a dramatic rei‘Thction in scecies divercity.

insectivorous birds and honey eaters appeared to be MCf:-;

seriously affected by rclui 1--ree densitv than

species (Ford and sell, 1?82).

The most common	 small
	

bird	 remainins
	 in	 t

intermediate site	 (10 birds/ha'.	 the S triated Par ions

(Pardalotus striatus) ; used hollows in the standincT trees as

nestina sites.	 Small	 inectivorous birds were vir:Jal::

absent from the stes with feest
	

and

predominafplv around-feed incr b i rris, such as the 7i...stral',an

Mapi P and Eastern	 common

remainina 71-le	 st=ndinc: acr_ard

be imoortant as nesting site .,-; and rocstif pl±ttf,TJ:T

remaining birds.	 The Noisy	 -s and

wh'flh only occurri in he site with 	 few remainin

trees. could have actively excluded smaller birds from

site.

The ma-ior trends ronorted in this stud' sucfc;est that.

since	 the	 Northern	 TablelamL--3	 formerly mainly

tree-covered but is now predominately cleared (see

J.4),	 the s p ecies ci.tver-sity	 den-.7 sf birds ha:2, almost

certainly been seriously  dPniet-d in most areas. H.A.

(unpublished
	

data)	 has	 also	 noted	 that bird ',1-,opulatio-,.-!s

appear to he	 afEectd 1:sy
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A canoe of native mammal ,,, also feed on insects.	 These

mammals	 include:	 marsupial :nice (Antechinus

Cr,r1 I	 other dasvurids, var i ous rDdents. ba:zr

oc': . asionall' , possums.

R e cords

in	 the
	

abundance of native mammals on the Northern

Tableland?, (Roll ,-1, 1, 2;	 Jarman and Johnson,

moot records =ential

Cameron (197fl rnr, rtd the rhanaPs in the

c 1 1,r.
	

the	 establishment	 of his family's 1-..'roperties

Waterloo Valley near Cien inn P s 	 the 15711's.	 p v

kangaroo rats 	 koal as tires cats dlnaces and nativ :ats

had comnletP l y d'sappPard from the area a	 ocosuno and

al dsrs had become ver y rare or the oropPf.-_:.

such as bandicoots have also completely -11

most Parts of the Tablelands.

Sugar gliders in Victoria were Found to feed on

during summer and on plant eHudates (ITainly wattle aum,

eucalypt sap and eucaly pt nectar) dur na the winter :7=tho

when insects were less common (Smith, 1932. 	 Such behaviour

could allow sugar g liders to remain sufficiently abundant to

influence insect populations.	 Surviving po pulations of

sugar gliders still persist on the Tablelands (A.?.	 Smith,

pers.	 comm.).	 The Yellow-Footed Antechinus	 flavipes',

is also predominately arboreal (Ride, 1970, but it is more

common in dry sclerophyll forest than in woodland (Dickman,

1980).
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Ground-feeding	 insectivores	 may	 also	 be	 of

significance.	 Blackball (1979) found that the eastern

Native Cat, Dasyurus viverrinas (Shaw), predorn:nately a

ground feeder, consumes the chrysomelid Paropsis dilatata.

The insect is more frequently consumed in spring and winter

than in summer even thou gh only remnants of the population

would persist through winter, in leaf-litter and under bark.

It	 is	 likely that other small mammals also consume

over-wintering chrvsomelids. 	 If predation significantly

reduced the quantity of adult beetles which survived winter

then the population buildup during spring would be greatly

retarded.

Amongst ground-feedin g mammals, lon g -nosed bandicoots

consume quantities of scarabaeid larvae (Ride, 1 7 3) while

echidnas consume scarabaeid larvae and other beetles in

addition to their principle diet of ants and termites

(Griffiths, 1960.

	

H.F. Heatwole	 and	 B. Crome	 (unpublished	 report)

investigated	 the	 potential	 of	 liz
	

to rec:ulate

eucal ypt-grazing insects. They found tha: the lizard3

predominately ground-feeding rather than arboreal; ants

appeared to be a ma or com p onent of their diet and they

not	 consume	 large Quantities of eucalypt de,Z3liaz

insects.

(h) Invertebrate predators

* &pupae
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There is a diverse range of invertebrate predators that

attack insects which feed on eucalypts. 	 These include

sr2iGers, centipedes, mites, ants,	 lacewings and predatory

buas and beetles.	 Co ,7cnllids (Coleoptera) and pentatomoid

boas are the most prominent predators of eggs and larvae of

Paropsis atomaria (Thrvsomellidae) (Tanton and Khan,

Carne (1966) found that mortality of P. 	 atomara ego-s

attributable to predation ranged between 51 and 74% in -.4

study near Canberra during 19'S 1,- .	 Mathews (1976) reported

large 	 of oredatory	 insects,	 oar+-_.sularly

onahid beetles.	 shelter under the eHfoliating tar

Most of these insects feed at nIcrht and

17hat the' , consume phtophacus insects.

1:7'. a la:k

in the :cflpYlations of predatory inc2st ,,, and

t'n ,Or a^!:nriano c, is
	

land,2se.

(\,	 rJaraites

Para2,ites	 may	 cause	 'ticant	 mortality

f-,'iaa'e- 4 nsect populations.	 Some decree of parasitio	 is

evident in most species of foliacfe-feedina insects that have

been studied	 chrysomelids (Tanton and Khan.,

19 7 ), scarabaPids	 Smith, 19 7 1), sawflies

196) psyllids (Clack. 1964, 1964a Clark and Dail,-;it:

19 7 4 and the gum tree scale (Patel, 1971).	 Most parasit

are included in the orders Hymenoptera and Diptera but there

is a lance number of parasitic cocci-es within fhse orders;
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e:amois, Pie:	 classified 53 soefTies of parasti-s

elc	 ,,T.syllids	 the

Ps y llaephaaus	 Hymnopte]...a:	 as	 well

other :_-fr,er±: which contained	 , • '

The importance of paras as mortal 	 f,-,ctor:.;

temocrallv	 spatiallv	 and accorin:.- to s:::.e .cies	 rates of

parasitism of Paropsis atomaria	 over7,3',; have been note:::

on the Northern Tablelands 	 Capbell. unpublishe-;

:data).	 PiJsdill	 7 mth	 (17. 77 C,	 noted
	

Hemithynnus

hyalinatus	 a th y nni .,:l raras:: 	 scarbaes. was usuall:

active within 200 metres Dr_ a sourc e 	 nectar Of

su:osti'_ut.e	 car ..,:ohvMa7,e	 ouch as manna.	 Hf,-,;e7er. the ra:es

and

at which ;4- oaraci'ices scarabaei-ls is 1:w

no	 ,vidence	 si_igest that

iml:ortnt role i n oc7laticm regulation

It is likely that many other p aras-_tes have .::3imIlaf

r?quirments f= nectar of other p lant eH'_:daIes.

(d) Conclusions

Amomjst vertebrates, it appears that birds and cs2i11-.17

mammals	 have	 some potntial as relators of insc:

However, more work is needed	 quantit-:y their

impact on insect populations.	 In contrast, the influence

invertebrete parasites and pfedator2- on the 	 rates

of
	

insct,17 has alread y teen ..f.emtrate,j..

Invertrate ;p araaite:2. and cfe-latocz aiTczt .:ertain7y

the hui lciuTD of insect	 dunincT the season.	 Thus,
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the develo pment of conditions	 unfavourable
	

to	 these

parasites and pfeiator ,, could	 facilitate th, buil.ftuc

insect infestations.

There have been substantial reductions in tne de:isity

and species diversity of insectivorous birds and mammals in

most ioari=. of the Ta'-j . ands since the arrival
	

European

Similar chancres in the density and , r• .O C

diverzity of invertebrate parasites and predators n:'- not

yet it is like l y that a: ices: C"17,1,7,

end nerasi:es have

the nhana=?s which hav,s affected vertebrates.

Factors responsible for reductions in predator control.

The factors resoonsibie for reductions 	 the aensl:y

and species diversit y of vertebrate insectivores include:

destruction of the animals' 	 habitats. _O	 , • of food

reserves, and	 	  destruction of the animals.	 The

habitats of many native mammals have been effectivv

destroyed b y :	 ci_ rina, displacement of tussock c:rasses by

Dr-ate ors q Ps 	 overstockin,	 chances in

fire recime, and the intentional removal cf shrubs (which

provided shelter for rabbits). 	 The availability of shelter,

nestim7T	 and p otential hidinc places was

reduced.	 The availabty or food for o'	 ac which feed

primarily	 on	 arboreal insects was rest- 	 by the

isolation of trees into small clumps Of	 individuals.

Su p plementary sources of food (e.g. the supply of nectar
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and fruit from native herbs and shrubs) were adversely

a ::--,cted by ura-L"ncf manac-;ement.	 Findincis concerning the

role of nectar in the distribution of thvnnid wasps (Ridsill

Smith,	 1970)	 indicate . that supplementary food sources

also necessar y for 	 invertebrate parasites. Shortages in the

supoly of nectar may be p ore	 indiflated by

distrbu+. ion of trees and shrubs because flowerin g{ or shrubs

within paddocks is reduced by browsinc., damage and, Perhaps

more importantly,	 perioc..s of die back very	 rew

eucalypts flower (see S -tion

Amplification of —p ot..	 tne	 Vey iods

arou(Tht may have

vertebr	 inse	 SO i	 vertebrate	 ,sectivores

important	 re,:ulators

non-outbreak p eriods' the association of the i?aE-b

the

macho have been more than coincidntial.

Direct destruction ma y have been res p onsible for the

decline of some insectivores.	 In the past some of the

lar'mer insectivnre 	 such as bandicoots were intntionall_

hunted	 (Rolls,	 196?).	 It is likely that large numbers

native animals have been kill ,?d by baits,	 primarily	 iCi3C

(sodium fluoroacetate	 aimed at rabbits and dingoes,.. The

destruction of smallerbirds and mammals
	

feral

also be significant.

of --
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Simulation models of predator-prey interactions provide

further insiqht into the decline of insectivores, and the

decline of the effectiveness of biolo3icai control, in areas

developed for pastora.:. production.	 A number of articles

r .21atinc: spatial hetero g eneit y of the	 environment	 to

Population stabilit y have recently been published Lawton

and McNeill, 1973;	 Lomnicki, 1980:	 Stenseth,	 1930;	 Pimm

and Posenzweia,	 1931).	 A variet y of simulation models

predict that	 ,..2here po pulation d y namics are	 crimarily

re .=sultd by predators	 dL !=rra ,,,itas) 	 redced heterc::e7:e ty

of tb? environment (i.e. 	 reduced ava i laili=v of

places f= the prey) will enable the predat= to delete the

prey's population to lower than usual levels.

the 7ifedator's p oculatoon	 oll decline dra:claticall: e7labl_na

fes=:ence !_-)f the Drey's jooultion to hic::-Ief than	 normal

levels.	 Scatial heteroaeneitv,	 in terms of measurable

components such as plant specic=, s ,iiversiv 	 range of tree

sizes,	 is reduced in areas crone to eucalyct diback

Moran, un published data;	 Section 3.4. Any reduction

in the po pulation stability of eucalypt- ,:razinq insects is

more likel y to lead to the development of a situation in

which eucalypt-grazing insects reach a pcoula on

sufficient to damage eucaiyots.
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13.3 Changes in the food qualit y of foliage.

To assess the	 that chances in the cuality

of	 foliaae have influenced the deve1oomen 4- of insect

outbreaks on the Tablelands it is necessary to -cif-erm ne:

(I)	 whether variations
	

food qual.,. v	 affect
	

the

population dynamics of the insects; and

(")dwheth thc, foodcrual'tv of foliaae was likel y to have

improvd in the periods during which insect porJulation

buildups occurred.

Factors aff e ctin g insects' nutiticnal intake.

lona	 ants and

in -cts has resulted
	

the evo l uf-ich	 afray

harriers that restrict	 cry,	 while h .,,r-bivores have

evolved mechanisms for overcomina these barriers

1976;	 Harborne, 1976.	 This co--evolution has	 led	 a

lar g e diversity of herbivores with specialized adaotions

enabling them to survive on a restricted range of plants,

and usually the	 of these herbivores are further

re s t ,-	 to specific parts of the plants.	 However, some

barriers still reduce the availability of food to specialist

herbivores that are feeding on the hosts to which they are

adapted (Lawton and	 1979), and, even without these

barriers,	 foliage is	 a nutritionally	 inadequate

foodsource (Nhite, 1973).
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Features limitin g the nutritional value of leaves

include: physical barriers such as thickness of the cuticle

and leaf toughness;
	

low	 availability
	 of	 nitrogen;

secondary metabolites that are directly toxic or inhib t

digestibility; and insufficient water content (Edwards and

Wratten. 1960;	 Scriber and Slankv, 1981).

The availability of nitro g en appears to be a critical

factor limiting both the rates of insect development and the

rate of survival	 (McNPill and Southwood,	 1978;	 White.

A variet y of adaptions com p ensatin g for the gener?

shortag e of nitro g en can be found in insect herbivores.

These	 adactions
	

include:	 facultative predation;

capacity to seek folia g e likely to have a hi g her nitrogen

content;	 adjustment of phencic g v syrichronit ng stages when

the insects' demand for	 maximal with periods

when nitrogen is most readill available from the tree; and

adju.stment of feedin g rates to compensate for the low

nitro g en concentrations (McNeill and Southwood, 1978.

Where feeding rates have been preadiusted to compensate for

the low nitro g en concentrations on the host, higher than

normal concentrations of nitro gen in leaves may have no

influence on insect growth rates or survival (Fox and

Macauley, 1977).

There is a diversit y of secondary me aboiites that may

affect potential herbivores. 	 Feenv (1976) classified these

a g ents into:	 (1) qual tativE defense a g erts,	 which are

directly toxic to most g eneralist herbivores but usually
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innocuous to specialized herbivores possessing the metabolic

ap p aratus for detoification;	 and (2) quantitative aaents,

which act through decreasin g the digestibility of plant

tissue.	 Qualitative defences are predominant in ephemeral

plants or ephemeral plant parts, while quantitative defences

ar e predominant in plant tissues that are both abundant and

lona lived, e.g.	 the mature leaves of forest trees (Feeny,

1976;
	

Swain,	 1978).	 Feeny	 (1976)	 considered that this

pattern was the result of quantitative defences being more

.:	 ,	 „iifficul'	 for	 c.,-..,,, , i ,-t	 herbivores '- c- -eumvent.	 S r..7.a.—

1973)	 suagested	 ar.	 alternative	 -,::--, anation:	 that

aualitative defence	 en e are usual y 	volatile

aromatic comcound wit::: .1 short half-life and thaz mere

st l e auantitati, e d= e nc e agents	 Frinn ns	 are

probabl y. 	 eft:Li-lent in lona-lived tiss....1,..

The food quality of eucalypt leaves and insects.	 The

applicability of the above generalizations to insects which

feed on eucalypt foliacTe has only been eHnel,:imentaliv tested

a few insects :see below). However, the im p ortance of

leaf age as a determinant of the food qualit y of eucalypt

leaves is evident from man y studies.

	

As leaf age increases:	 leaf tou ghness increases;

concentration	 of	 nitrogen decreases (see Lamb,	 1976;

Journet and Cochrane, 1978); water content decreases; 	 and

composition of secondary metabolites ch-Inateel (Kramer and

Kozlowski,	 1979).	 5urprisingiv,	 the concentrations	 of
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phenolics in eucaly p t leaves are just as high in newly

formed leaves as in older leaves (Macau .L v and Fox, 1?30).

Most eucalvot-arazina insects appear to be dependent on

particular age classes of leaves. Adult chrvsomelids (e.g.

Paropsis atomaria) may survive on all age classes of leaves,

but new leaves are essential for larval survival and

ovi position is delayed until new shoot growth appears

(Carte,	 19e6).	 Among	 the	 Tablelands	 scarabaeids.

Anoplognathus porosus and A. hirsutus favour full ,/ evoanded

leaves that formed durin g the precedin g s pring; the y do not

appreciably dama g e older leaves or leaves that are not fully

expand	 (lorsonal observation;	 and see Carte et al. 1974).

At least one species of psvilid, Cardiasoina albitextura.

can develop on older leaves when fully developed new-season

leaves are absent (Clark, 1963) but most of the species that

have been studied favour full y developed new-season leaves

(Clark and Dallwitz, 1974) and their survival rates are

reduced if the y are trans posed to older leaves (Journet,

1980).	 In general, althou gh different insect species vary

in their leaf ag e preference, few insects actually prefer

older leaves.

The first attempt to isolate the biochemical factors

determining the food quality of eucal y pt leaves was by Fox

and Macaulev (1'977) who compared the arowth rates of

Paropsis atomaria (Chrysomelidae) on newly-formed leaves

from 13 species of eucalypts.	 Growth rates and	 the

efficiency of nitro g en use were positively correlated with
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the concentrations of nitrogen.	 The concentrations of

condensed tannins appeared to have no clearcut effects on

larval growth or rates of food intake. However, the

chemical nature of condensed tannins is likely to have

varied between the species and the authors did not test the

ca pacit y of the tannins to precipitate proteins (cf. Martin

and Martin, 1982).

Morrow and Fox (1980) also found that the growth

of P. atomaria were more closely associated with leaf

nitro g en concentrations
	

than	 with	 concentrations	 of

essent_	 oils.

Miles et al (1982) carried out some further expriments

on the effects of food qualitv on the growth of P. atomaria.

They used only one s p ecies of host, E. camaidulensis, but

su ected some of the plants to water stress. The leaves of

the stressed plants had greater concentratlons of amino

acids (es p eciall y proline), greater concentrations of total

nitro g en, smaller concentrations of phenolics, and a reduced

water content. The Growth rates of the chrvsomelid were the

same on both stressed and unstressed plants. They

considered that the contrast between their result and Fox

and Macauley (1977) was probabl y related to the (unusually)

high nitrogen concentrations in the E. camaldulensis foliage

Eranaing between 1.8 and 4.4%;	 cf.	 a maximum of	 1.85	 in

the folia g e used b y Fox and Macauley (19772. They infered

that nitro g en no lon g er limited insect growth. However, the

relative differences in water content and other unmeasured
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biochemical changes could have also accounted for

result.

Farr	 carried	 out	 a	 similar	 e:s“periment,

subjecting E. camaldulensis to waterlo gg inrl, drought and

normal waterin g	regimes,	 and	 usina	 the	 aum	 leaf

skeletonizer,	 Uraba lugans (another common deioliatina

insect on the Northern Tablelands), as the test animal. 3h2

found that althou gh the growth rates and survival olf

inaecta were unchanoed, their potential Eeoundtv (a fc-tor

not measured by Miles et al,	 1382) was greater or bcth

droughted and waterloaaed plants.

Cobbinah et al ( 1332) attempted to ide7,tiv some o_ the

factors affectinu insect (U. lugans 	 :.-rowth on various

species of eucal yp tsby using artificial	 and add

extracts from eucalypt foliage or cur:-Zed nutrients

assess the	 larval	 feeding	 responses.	 The	 factors

responsible for food plant selection were retained

prepared leaf powder;	 extraction of org anic fractions

showed	 that	 the	 most	 unfavourable eucalypt tested,

E. platypus,	 contained	 both	 feeding-inhibitors	 and

substances that promoted feeding. The substances that were

most clearl y associated with positive feeding responses on

artificial media were sucrose, fructose and absorbic acid,

though a number of other substances tested, e.a.	 most

the amino acids, acted syneristically i :h the

These experiments emphasise the complexit y of	 feeding

repsonses in insects.

4- h
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Further work, also incorporating the use of artificial

diets to test the effects of nitrogen sources on the growth

and development of U. lugans is in pro g ress (J.D.	 Farr,

unpublished).

Possible changes in the food quality of eucalypt foliage

The 3 factors most likely to be associated with changes in

the food	 v of folia ge within the reaion are:

chan g es in the age structure of leaf locc...ations;	 (2. the

imcosi_ion of stress:	 and (3)	 changes	 soil	 fertil_

status.

Chrysomelid lar%-ae feed on new folia g e and scarabaeld

beetles	 on leaves of an intermediate ac:e. 	 Foliage more

than one	 year	 old	 is	 unsui t abl e	f ..- 17 	 insect.

Defoliation usuall y stimulates the product: n of new leaves.

and the life-extlectancy of leaves that have been damaged bv

insects is reduced (Section 5.2). Therefore, if insects

which feed on youn g leaves cause severe defoliation during

successive years then the older leaves will eventually

senesce while few of the y oun g er leaves are r e tained for a

fu l l 2-3 years. Thus the proportion of leaves susceptible

to dama ge by the insects will increase.

The Ministerial Working Group (197F,• 	surmised that

during the p eriod in which dieback became severe  an annual

sequence of insect infestations recurred:	 chrysomelids

attacked
	

the	 new	 flush of shoot cr:w:h in spring:

scarabaeids damaged the remaining newly-formed leaves in
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summer;	 and there was further damage of the replacement

shoot growth by chrysomelids in autumn. 	 E=ee-,,e tition of such

a c yclewould cause the average age of leaves to decline,

and a greater proportion of the crown to be suitable food

for the insects.

Whit e 	(1969)	 suggested	 that	 outbreaks	 of

eucalypt-arazina psyllids usuall y coincided with periods of

moisture str e ss.	 He d i scussed evidence indicating that

plants subjected to moisture stress usuall y have increased

concentrations	 nitroaenous compounds in solution within

their	 tissues - and that increased concentrations of

nitro g en should be ravourahle to insects. 	 supported

this contention	 construct ncv, a
	

intiex" on the

basis of differences between summer and

Both of the Cardiaspina outbreaks that occurred in White's

study area since the 1900s coincided with Pe-iods of "hian

stress" Ethouah the first Cardiaspina outbreak apparently

began before the period of "high stress"	 (Fig 1, White,

1969)].	 White also found links between other reported

psyllid outbreaks and "hiah stress - as measured by his

index.	 Later White extended this hypothesis to explain

outbreaks of some other animals (White, 1978'.

Clark and Dallwitz (1974) examined the population

dynamics of 4 s p ecies of psyllids with res p ect to Whi te's

hypothesis.	 They found that, althoe:ah the qualit y of leaves

as a foodsource aopeared to be a critical determinant of

psyllid abundance, high psvilid populations were associated
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with favourable moisture conditions rather than the reverse.

However, drought in the precedin g year was associated with

greater abundance of at least 2 of the s pecies of psyl ids.

Clark and Daliwitz su ggested that this trend miaht have been

related to increased mineralization of nutrients after a dry

spell (Simpson, 1962).

Recent findings, discussed in the precedin g subsection,

provide some evidence that the concentrations of nitrogen in

leaves could influence the rates of increase of insect

po pulations, and that both water-stress and water-logaina

could influence the populations of at least one s pecies or

insect via the host.

Other tviDe2 of stresses	 a-fiect plants mi r:rnt also

influence insect po pulations, e.g. Carne and

reported that trees of E. grandis that were stressed b

competing grasses were more llkelv to be attacked b y the

chrysomelid, Chrysophtharta cloelia. 	 The	 stress	 was

associated with changes in the composition and yie l d or

essential oils.

The production of epicormics following various ty p es of

stress,	 includin g defoliation, mi ght also influence the

populations of some insects. Leaves derived from epicormic

shoots are usuall y richer in nutrients than normal mature

leaves (Section 10.4).	 Landsberg and Wylie	 (1983)	 found

that foliage from trees affected by dieback was richer in

nitro g en than foliage from adjacent trees. 	 U. lugans
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prefers to lay e gg s on epicormic shoots on the lower crown

of the host tree (Campbell, 19621. 	 Such epicormic shoots

more prevalent in stressed trees. Str ess mi g ht also

stimulate defensive reactions in plants. A number of recent

studies have shown that in some plants the concentrations of

chemicals that interfere with potential herbivores are

increased
	

in response to defoliation (Haukiola,	 1930;

Schultz and Baldwin, 1982;	 Edwards and Wratten, 19	 In

one case the observed chan g es ap p eared to be in res p onse to

defoliation of nearby plants (Baldwin and Schultz,	 1983).

The only evidence of such defensive res ponses to leaf damage

in eucalypts is from the study by Miles et al (1952).	 Thep

found that in well-watered plants at tem p eratures bbelow 75

C, phenolic compounds increased and nitro g enous comuounds

decreased in damag ed leaves, compared with undama g ed leaves

on the same plant.

The importance of predisposing stress as a factor

influencin g po pulations of leaf-feeding insects on the

Northern Tablelands is unknown. There is no evidence that

dry spells on the Tablelands have been associated with

insect outbreaks, but periods of excessive precipitation

might have resulted in some trees being stressed by

waterloaain g (Section 9.2). Stimulation of pastu r e growth

durin g the wet spells might also have affected some trees.

Durin g the recent period of relatively severe dieback the

most direct source of stress on trees growin g in the

Tablelands has p robably been previous dama g e by the insects
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themselves.

The buildup of soil	 fertility	 due	 to	 pasture

improvements (Section 10.2) mi ght have resulted in some

changes in the concentrations of nutrients within eucalypt

leaves, but this has not been confirmed. Cromer et al

(1931) reported the results of an extensive investi gation of

the responses of seedling eucalypts, mainly E. globulus, to

applications of various combinations of nitro g en, phosphorus

and potassium fertilizers.	 They found a marked growth

res ponse to appl i cations of nitrogen and/or phosphorus, but

there was little chance (and sometimes negative chance) in

the concentrations of nitro g en and phos p horus within leaves.

However,	 the	 nitroaen:2hosphorus	 rat i o	 changed

substantiall y .de loendino on the balance between :he two

elements.

Food quality and insect populations.

The review has provided an indLoation that increases in

the.	 food aual 71.V of foliage are likely to lead to:

increased growth rates (reduced periods of development;,

increased survival rates, and/or increased fecundity. 	 In a

population not limited by density de pendent factors, any or

these increases will cause the rate of increase of the

population (r) to increase. If the proportion of leaves

accessible to insects is increased, e.g. by changes in the

ace structure of the leaf population, then the maximum

sustainable population of insects (K) will be increased.
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Mathematical	 models, although	 necessarily

oversimplified, are of benefit in facilitating understanding

of the behaviour of complex, biological processes (May,

1974).	 Lawton and McNeill	 (1979) have reviewed dynamic

models predicting the effects of changes in the quality and

abundance of food (increases in r and K) on population

re g ulation by densit y -de p endent predators (or parasites).

In brief, a range of mathematical models describin g the

population d ynamics of host-predator systems with closely

coupled interactions predict that the populations will

either tend to a stable equilibrium or tend to a stable

equilibrium cycle of a given magnitude. An increase in r

would both increase the eouiiibrium po p ulation and decrease

the stabliity of the s y stem.	 Thus a stable eauilibrium

mi g ht become a stable eaui ibrium cycle and a stable cycle

would become a stable cycle of increased amplitude, i.e.

the po pulation would tend to fluctuate to a greater extent.

The models predict that relatively small chan g es in r could

produce relatively lar g e chan g es	 in	 the	 equilibrium

po pulation.	 The effects of chan g es in r on the population

dynamics would be less when predator p o pulations wer	 not

closely linked with the po p ulations of the host (e.g. as in

the case of generalist predators such as birds), but large

increases in r would still increase the insr_ability of the

system.	 Lawton and McNeill (1979) suggested that	 an

increase in K would simply lead to a proportional increase

in the equilibrium population.



Not enou gh is known about changes in r resulting from

nutritional factors, about the nature of host-predator

inteactions, or about th e influence of complicating factors

such as weather (see Section 13.4) to know to what e::tent

the populations of
	

euca ivpt-arazina	 insects
	

on	 the

Tablelands are actually affected by these processes.

13.4 Weather conditions that favour insect breeding and

survival

Weather is an important determinant of insect. abundance

(Andrewartha and Birch, 1954). 	 Elements of weather directly

affectin g insects include:	 tem p erature, relativ e hum .di

rainfall	 and,	 to a lesser eftent, wind.	 Th,i, P ,_111,-1 up and

decline of the po pulations of most insects on the

occur within the framework of the seasonal cycle, 	 • a' •

chrvsomelids in the Canberra district g enera' iy overw:nter

as adults or pu pae and have 2 g enerations per season (Carne.

196i).	 Particular conditions a r e 	often	 Cr

particular sta g es durin g the seasonal cycle: ear l 	frosts

in autumn	 are	 associated	 hi c k	 mortal_ty

over-winterin g insects: cold weather in s p rin g both delays

the growth	 new	 leafy-shocts	 and	 sucresses	 the

re productive activit y of adults (Carn e 1°, 66).,

The rate of chrysomelid development is increased at

hither
	

temperatures,	 but
	

temPeratures	 (and moist,i,re

conditions) also affect the host plant and the predators

the chrysomelids	 (Carne,	 1966;	 P.3. Carne.
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Therefore, temperature-mediated increases in the intrinsic

rate of p o p ulation increase
	

the herbivore are likely to

be compensated by temperature mediated increases in the rate

of increase of density-de pendent predators. However, cat

least in the case of psyllids) the synchronized development

-or Parasites and their prey can be affected by chan g es in

tem p erature (Carne and Ta y lor, 1978).	 So, while prediction

of some of the factors that would result in a population

collapse of chrysomelids is possible, prediction of the

optimal	 conditions that favour copulation increase

difficult.

Ther e has been more success in the prediction of

scarabaeid populat=s from weather (East, 19797 Davidson

et al, 1979:	 Carne, 1931).	 The im p lications of weather as

a factor	 catina the influences of pasture improvements

on scarabaeid po pulations has alreadv
	

been	 mentioned

(Section	 13.1).	 Moist, mild weather, es p ecially in summer,

generall y favours scarabaeids (Davidson et	 al,	 1979;

Hassan,	 1975).	 With the exception of one dr y year (1974-5)

the 17. 70s upto 1979 were relative v moist (Fig 9.2.1).

13.5 Conclusions

There are a number of factors	 likely	 to	 have

contributed to the increases of insect p opulations in the

period when dieback became severe.	 These factors can be

classified into:
	

(a)	 lon g term chanaes associated with

chanaes in landuse, (b) the occurrence of weather favourable
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to	 the	 breeding	 and	 survival of the major insect

defoliators, and Cc) eacerbatina factors associated with

the response of eucal ypts to chronic defolation.

Long term changes.	 From the review it a pp ears that the

effects of pasture im provement have been directly beneficial

to scarabaeids, but the	 direct	 benefit	 of	 pasture

improvement on other insects is questionable. However,

there is some evidence of a long - term population shi=t

amongst	 scarabaeids	 from	 a	 dominance	 n£	 laraer

eucal yp t-- g razin g scarabaeids to a dominance of smaller

eucalypt-grazing scarabaeids and/or non-eucal yp t feeders.

Both the diversity and 	 abundance
	 vertebrate

insectivores have been reduced since settlement, and th

aeneral abundance and diversity of invertebrate predators

and parasites are also likely to have decreased. Factors

responsible for this include:
	

direct destruction	 (of

vertebrates) by humans, removal of habitat and, in some

cases,	 removal	 of	 alternative	 food	 sources,	 e.a.

nectar-producing native shrubs and herbs.

Simulation models of insect population d ynamics predict

that decreased hetero g eneit y of the ecosystem, which has

resulted from grazing mana g ement, could further reduce the

effectiveness of biological control leading to abnormally

high populations of insects, followed b y po p ulation dramatic

population	 declines.	 In	 addition,	 the	 equilibrium

populations of the insects would be hiTner.
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Weather.	 Weather affects populations of eucalypt-crating

insects both directly and indirectly. Adverse weather may

cause substantial, or even catastrophic, coo t lity or may

retard the growth and development of insects. 	 Indirectly.

weather can influence:	 (1) the condition and phenology of

the	 host plant,	 U7) the activities and abundance of

predator y or parasitic animals, and (3) th e incidence of

insect-diseases.

In the	 C2 C.̂
	 of	 scarabaeids,	 althouah	 pasture

improvement has improved their normal
	 conditionL-:.

it has also resulted in scarabaeids beneath	 improved

pastures becoming more susceptible to extremes of weather

such as drouclht.	 Pelatively	 1 itt ie	 i	 k- own

overall
	

influence of weather on chrvsomelid populations

th e Northern TableLanas.

Exacerbating factors.	 Three	 factors	 increase	 the

likelihood of chronic outbreaks of defoliatina insects

continuin g once the condition of eucalypts 	 has	 peen

af~ected:

i)the avera g e ace of leaves on eucal ypts will be reduced

and a greater p roportion of young succulent leaves will be

available):

ii) stress due to previous defoli ation is likely to

increase the nutritional value of foliace • and

flowerinc of the eucalypts will te prevented and the

production of nectar (required by parasit
	

insects and many
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vertebrate insectivores) will cease.

Increased proportions of vounc leaves Would increase

th,, size of the maximum possible population of insects'

"'crease: in the nutritional qualit y of foliaae would

increase the intrinsic rate of growth of the population:

and lack of nectar would decrease the effectiveness of

bioloaical control.	 The increase in the intrinsic rate of

po pulation growth could further destabilize	 oc2ulation

reaulation by density--dependent predators.

It is possible,	 under some circumstances :	eucalyors

that have been defoliated could invoke :Teens eve reactions

aainst herbivoros insects, but this	 has	 not	 been

confirmed.

Summary. Given the destabilizin g effects of the chan g es to

IMP eucaly p t-pasture ecosystems of the Northern Tablelands

since settlement, and the existance of factorsht. further

destabilize the system during periods of stress, severe and

protracted outbreaks of eucalypt- g razin g insects are likely

7=.0 recur.	 However,	 it is not y et possible to pre ict the

likelihood of the recurrence of weather conditions necessary

for the develo pment of such protracted insect outbreaks.



CHAPTER 14	 RECOMMENDATIONS

T he-aim ci r' th e 	is to outline	 loossible	 rsedial

ac t ii-'71 , 	 that	 can bf? taken to reduc?. t .11	 incLidence and imoact

of dibar..k, and to sugcT,?st some ideas for f'1 cure research.

14.1 Possible remedial action

There are a number of measures that can be taken to

Joe the likelihood of eucalypts bein g affected by;; 'back,

or to assist the recovery of woodlands followinc: diehack. The

fe	 of such measures needs to be assessed in terms of

the value landholders p lace on their euca 7ots, and on the

w11_ rilness of the community to financially subsiize act_ons

that the farmer cannot afford. The tan g ible benefits of trees

on farms have been discussed by Lade (1981) and Breckwoldt

(1933), and the importance of eucalypts as a component of the

habitat of fauna that contribute to the biological regulation

of pasture pests has been emphasized by Loyn and Middleton

l'i'81) and Davidson (1982, 1982a).

Avoidance of direct damage.

Trees that are chronically defoliated are less able to

cope with additional injuries. 	 Direct damage to eucalypts

resulting from human activities have been responsible for

substantial mortality of trees in many areas. Common, easily

avoided injuries include:
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- chemical injuries, e.a.	 from spraying weedicides too close

to tre e s or in windy conditions;

- earthmovina that results in the burial or exposure of

surface roots;

- mchanical injuries to the trunk,	 lea' ng ex posed wounds

that allow decay fungi to penetrate;

- daaae to tree roots Car;a3 lignctuberous aLivancei growth by

cultivation

- irHection of insecicides into trees 	 in c:L.7 we-h,-r,	 or

se not accor-l ina t o _7,structions;

cons t riction o c tree tr=i- 7.s. with wire:

of trees by liveszock.

The prevenLion of

sometimes	 rPaiiirP--, 	the

from trees . Other means

by	 the

invstiaation.

ina-tock

:al separati
	

the	 -,:esto:k

Prevntina thL2 sort

on of food

As,7,isting the recovery of tree1,,,.

Supplementina the sun- ly of mineral nutrients trees by

the app lication of
	

a standard method

a c,sisting the reco v ery of trees a f ter deioliati3n

and Johnson 	 1977).	 However nn test-2 on he effica:v of 	 ,oh

i_reatments have been CF=1 ,L '-i 01_11- rtp f. h9 N fl f .- '1?-771 1 ablel
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Measures to keep the cover CE Pasture plants beneazh

tree:T: to	 a minimum 71 ,-Iht also be	 to assist the

re-nvr y of ter (Section 10.4 	 hu i- the relationship between

tree vi ,7our and grass cf-owth has ve 4- to be investigated.

The 41.(72chniue oF rins ifllCCtlOfl aS OLV dsoneci as

a last resort measure to save trees that are .D5 21D-30 al value.

Both the hioh cnncnt- s ation--7 of tci(- chemical handled

ap:ilication and t-he
a■ in	 sea..-'s

wounds r e strict the ceneral usefulness of the techn'que.

is th ,,, authnr's eHper i ence that cone attem.72tz by roper:y

echnicuemana gers to adapt the

resul i-d	 in	 shn-4-ci:4--

5-r	 u-2 hr-e

the peo-=le

aro 7 vin g the rhernic ic-! or dam-; the trees.

sid	 effcilf,, and lcnr-Iffl imnljoanions o ; the t?chni':lue

on biological control	 have not been f nilly i:ve;i:igeteci	 tree

in-iection is not . neostered ire of mnnflcr- ,+- oho:.

Faci l itatin g regeneration.

The lon gterm survival of eucalypts in a partlular area

(with or without dieback') depends on the recruitment --:

sedlin g s and the survi ,:al of 1,.cfotu'-'erous	 24:),vanc.:2d	 growth.

Licrnotuberous advanced growth is 	
	

the surv17al

eucalypi: po ,Dulations ‘Hurincl 	 nf Cl 17 .11

durin g a period when few insects are g ra:in-:: on

activity of livestock in the vicinit y of the seedLngs
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to be minimal if the establishment of
	

is to be

successful.	 These aspects wore discussed in Sectio7 11.4.

Replantincl.

Where lianotuberous advanced growth is not present,

direct re p lantin g of eucalypt seedling s	 likely to be

neces,lary.	 Techniaues for establishina

known (Borough and Cameron, 1981).

eucavDs are well

Eucalyot sToecieE., must be selected to 	 thelocal

conditions	 (e.a.	 soil fertilit y , drainaae sondit_cns,

of el:cosure to	 Eucalynts aro,..;17,z

con ,ditions have tended to be less
	

dama,e

(.i.?erscr,1 observations).

in the abnc .:--,	of,	 other	 informat 4 n 	the	 species	 o:

eucalyts that oriainally grew on the site csu'Ld 	 eHpected

to be a suitable choice of sr..)Pces. 	 020E e.i:e	 have

been	 by clearing and pastc

the e y tnt that the original species are no
	

the most

arcrocriate.	 Successful re-establishment of coo vote is most

liklv to succeed where chan g es have not been '7

existina woodiuts should be etended rath e r Than isolated

trees planted in eF.Tooed sites (see Section

The investiaation found that real d'e7.ces eist in

thu preference of individual species

insects for individual species of eucalypt. examoLe,

some Anoplognathus were found to prefer fceJno on Eucalyptus
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blakelyi rather than E. melliodora (Section 4.3).	 However,

with the exce p tion of one study that mainly involved eucalypts

not endemic to the area (Roberts et al, 1931), there has been

no systematic attempt to ascertain the relative importance of

the vrious species of eucal ypt-crazing insects in	 the

develo pment of dieback on the Northern Tablelands.

In addition,	 total reliance on	 eucalypt	 species

rultivars) res i stant to the set of eucalypt-ara: na insects

that are cHir !- e n'- i v abundant is danaerous because:

(a) the only lon g -term records available (Robe--'s et al.

1982a; see
	

13.1)	 indicate that there are important

shifts in the relative abundance of j fferent types 	 s:arabs

(which prefer	 cee,-1 on di f:fni- species and

'b) reports the relat i,.' e	incidence Li ar7i.cn,a

different arlar-lac of eucalts	 i ndicate that

with time (F.ection 3.4).

Beth these chance ,s have occurred in a time span much acs

the life-ex p e ,-"-anc y of individual trees. Maintenance of

genetic diversity in eucalypt populations 	 necessary

precaution	 such	 changes--..	 The	 importance of

interspecific 'and intras pecific) differences in Desistence to

particular insects should not be ove,-stated.	 where

diebdck was intense all eucalypt s p ecies present	 affected

by dieback (see Section 3.5).
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Encouraaement of biolo g ical control.

Ar-auments were presented in S ection 13.2 which suage2ted

that the effectiveness of biological control miaht have been

reduced since settlement by Europeans. 	 The chant 2s to the

environment likel y to have contributed to thi. r eduction

include: the loss of the habitat required by many animals

that	 feed on insects, and a reduction in the spatial

heteroaerlity of woodland ecosystems (e.g.	 loss of diversity

in the understorPY. and a loss o f -l ivrsity in t –.P sizes).

The corollary of these ar guments is that the effect iveness of

biological control could he imtroved if these chances were

reversed.	 In fact, by ecolcaical enaineerina.	 should be

p ossible	 to sustain areater	 ore-dators and

parasjtes than were presezlt 	 oristine cmnd4t:on=..

At this staae onl y the s p ecific habitat rec .,..ireJlents of

come vertebrate insectivores ha	 be en studied and, with few

excelctions the specific habitat raquirements of arthropod

carasitPs	 and	 predators are not well known.	 However,

adherence to a number of g enera_ principles shoul enable the

provision of habitat that would sunport a	 variety of

native animals_	 includina arthropods, that contribute to

bioloaial control.	 These orinciples include:

1.

	

	 ma-::imizina the density of small trees 	 shrubs that

provide cover for
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providin g a range of native flowerin g plants that

produce nectar durino various times of the y ear; and

3. retainin g f eatures, such as standin g dead trees

(especially hollow trees) and fa l l e n  logs, which

provide protection and cover for animals.

Enrichment. plantin g of woodlots, accompanied

restriction of livestock activity within the wood lots nay be

re:-Tuired to achieve these objectives.	 A' this stage

possibility "hat eucalypt dieback could	 •be prevented by such

ecolo g ical en g ineerin g is only an untested hii ,.p othe. but it

i s prob a b l y wor t ' test i n g •ezperimentally on a lar g e scale.

14.2 Recommendations for further research

Eucalypt dieback is a periodic event that is difficult

stud y unless it is actually occurrin g .	 However, a major

limitation to the progress in the	 development	 of

understanding of eucalypt dieback on the Northern Table ands

has been the lack of a detailed understandin g of how woodland

ecosystems function under normal conditions. Projects aimed

at remedying these deficiencies would probably he 	 mor e

productive	 than	 another	 retrospective investigation of

dieback.	 Particular deficiencies in basic knowl edge that have

caused difficulty in the understandin g of dieback include:

- Lack of knowled ge concernin g the _a:-:ono: Ly and basic

biology of many of the organisms, e.g. woodrottin g fungi.
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root-feeding insects	 and	 parasites	 and	 predators	 of

euca]yot-insects, which live on or within Pucalvct,,.

- Lack of knowled g e of the nature	 of	 eucalv,ot-erass

int:-?ractis,	 e.g.	 the nature of competition fur water and

mineral nutrients,	 and	 the	 significance	 of	 chemical

interference.

- Lack of a sound understanding of how thy-: populations of

important eucalwo +-- g razln g insects e. g . chrysomelids vary

and how their population size is governed.

The literature re% iew uncovered man y other deficiencies in our

knowlee of eucalypt woodlands.




